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When the system that time forgot suddenly shows back up...The Cipher ran the universe with its
game-like rules, and it has chosen Cullen, an exiled bounty hunter, to be the method of its
return.He's given a quest to free a telepathic mother and son from wrongful imprisonment. If he
can break his targets out of prison, they'll have to level up, learn new skills, and hunt down the
prophecy's clues. All while facing down berserkers and EMP-hurling tigers, in a jungle that offers
no succor.The promised reward is that the Cipher will grant access and the associated power to
all of his embattled people, turning the tide in the galactic war that's ravaging the cosmos.The
Ciphercraft series is influenced by party-building, multi-class RPG games like Final Fantasy,
town builders like Age of Empires, and a mashup of classic novels like Dune and Dragonlance.
Inside you'll experience a story of hope-filled, dog-tough adventurers gaining extraordinary
powers right when their people need them the most.With one book left to complete this epic tale,
there is no better time than now to start reading. Portal Wars is coming soon.Reviews:Cipher's
Quest (Book 1)     "Fell in headfirst. The world is deep and kept building. Some readers in this
genre like less world-building, but I'm crazy for it. Had a Dune like feel to it, pushing sci-fi and
fantasy together." - TJ Reynolds, author of Eternal OnlineWindwalker (Book 2)     "This is a
great series with great characters and a unique storyline that keeps you interested throughout.
Looking forward to book 3!" - Cody Whitfill, author of Clearing WavesResurrection City (Book
3)     "If you like LitRPG it was a good story for that. But it was also a good story for the sake
of the story." - Christy, Top Contributor: Fantasy Books



CIPHERCRAFTA Portal Fantasy LitRPG SeriesBOOKS ONE - THREETIM KAIVERCIPHER’S
QUESTCIPHERCRAFT: BOOK ONETIM KAIVERCIPHER’S QUEST(Ciphercraft, Book One)By
Tim KaiverCopyright © 2020 by Tim KaiverCipher’s Quest is a rewritten version of Ultras, a
novel published in the USA Today and WSJ best-selling box set Dominion Rising. Cheers to my
team in that release, and all of our readers! Now we have a box set of the first three books while
the final book, Portal Wars is being edited.When you’re done,Editor for books 1 and 2:Editor for
book 3: Seth Patrick (sethmcduffee@gmail.com)Cover artist:Paperback Interior Design for book
1:Follow Tim Kaiver online:| | | | Email | |All rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof may
not be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of
the publisher except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.Worldwide RightsCreated in
the United States of AmericaTo that eleven-year-old who had to grow up. There is still fun and
adventure on your horizon.To my wife, children, family and friends: thank you. Thanks Mom and
Dad for buying me games like Final Fantasy and Command and Conquer. I’m still having fun.
Thank you to all the teachers, author friends and readers who have encouraged me along the
way. I love you, and my enemies, but you quite a bit more.PrologueOur people will know
darkness.Ten thousand dawns will pass before the light returns,And in it the path and power of
the Cipher.The ultras will be their sign.But in their quest, the Osuna empire will follow.*Task to
write the prophecies of Cusaugh – Complete.*+10,000 XP.You gained a level! Now Level 50
Prophet of Shephka.Cusaugh sighed. Gaining the max level for his class and the character
points (CP) he needed to add to his Vitality did not produce the joy that level-ups normally gave
him. This only meant that the next step in his quest would be traveling to the Seer's portal and
leaving this world to deliver his prophecy elsewhere. He would have to trust Shephka that,
however long ten thousand dawns would be, the ultras would find it and restore the power of the
Cipher to his people. His hand trembled as he held the drying quill over the candle-lit parchment.
If there was anything he could have done to change the words before him, he would have. His
heart raced with the fear of losing control, and the thousands of lives that would be lost even
tonight.The Osuna empire will follow…. The same race of darkness-born monsters that had
forced Shephka to transport them to this planet only three generations ago would apparently find
them again. Why? Cusaugh shook his head. "Thousands" would not come close to counting the
lives that would be lost between now and then. How does that bring you glory, Shephka? He
prayed that the Cipher's power would be enough to save his people from extermination.Horse
hoofs trampled the ground outside his tent. Cusaugh's adrenaline spiked. He knew who it was
before his tent flap whipped open with the urgency of a thrown spear."Prophet." The lower half of
Esuu, the mongali chieftain, filled his doorway, his massive legs, built to lead an army, raising his
human half higher than Cusaugh could see. The mongali were a race touched by Shephka's
light to protect Hilayniia, the first city the Ruciens built after Shephka transported them to this
planet. Now one was here to announce the night it would fall.Esuu's horse half shifted its weight
from one leg to the other. A longbow and a sparsely filled quiver rested on the leather holster tied
where the creature's horse half met the chainmail armor that guarded the human torso. His black



shell-plated scorpion tail lifted the tent flap farther so he could look Cusaugh in the eye. The
chieftain's gaze looked ready for war.Cusaugh wasn't, but he still praised Shephka for delivering
such a powerful ally."The uenay have left their cave," Esuu said, his voice low and ominous.The
message Cusaugh had dreaded since his quest instructions appeared. That the uenay had left
their position at the portal meant it was Cusaugh's turn, whether he felt ready or not.Esuu's intel
told him the Seer planned to send everything he had to invade Hilayniia, but Cusaugh knew
better than to expect the portal to be completely unguarded. Guardians of the Seer's portal, the
uenay were larger and faster than panthers, and trained to hunt followers of light.Their mission
tonight was to invade the weakened defenses of Hilayniia's castle.Cusaugh's mission was to use
their portal after they'd left. He rolled up his scroll and slid it into the tube with the others. His
stomach growled and twisted with the pain of day three of his fast. He capped his ink jar and
pocketed it with his quill, then snatched the ivor knife off the ground. The white bone glowed as
he clutched the handle. Ciphertext lit up in blue writing before him.Ivor knife equipped. +13
attack, +2 weight.Prophecies of Cusaugh sealed. Tube defense +20, bonus to air seal and the
preservation of parchment within; +2 weight.He left his blank parchments and extra cloak
behind, and groaned as he forced himself to stand. Those weren't the only things he would leave
behind on this world. Akel, the acolyte he loved like a son, was sleeping in Hilayniia this evening,
having just wed the beautiful Lia. Cusaugh rose, trying to hold back the tears of what may
happen to them when the uenay arrived.Esuu smelled like blood and the stables. A fresh gash
on Esuu's back leg leaked dark blood on his black coat."Did you finish your scripture?" Esuu
asked.Cusaugh nodded. A tear loosed onto his cheek, but he let it have its way.Esuu's tail
snapped out of the tent flap and slid under Cusaugh's legs. Cusaugh grabbed the saddle as
Esuu lifted him with the grace of a thousand missions into war.If there was one consolation to
this ill-fated mission, it was that he had the fiercest mongali in all their army to escort him to the
Seer's portal. Everything else about this quest twisted his soul with rancor, but at least he had a
strong ally in Esuu.Cusaugh barely had time to find and grab the leather strap tied around
Esuu's back before the mongali's hoofbeats thundered onto the trail down into the mountain.
Branches scratched his arms and legs as he clung on, their pace quickly propelling him into the
forested valley.His warnings had spread through Rowan Valley and beyond, to all the Rucien. But
they hadn't listened. Fear of falling to the creatures of this world had driven them to pursue the
evolutions empowered by the underworld, and Shephka had finally given them over to it. Now
they would lose the very power system that could keep them safe if—when—the Osuna found
their planet.The Cipher's quest no longer addressed protecting the walls of their great castle,
but, instead, the words he had scrawled onto his parchment. He would deliver it, through the
Seer's portal, to a distant planet where his scriptures foretold a man would turn his wife and son
into ultras. Cusaugh had no idea what an ultra was, but it stemmed from a root word meaning
"power enabled by the Cipher." This would be Shephka's sign. Though his scriptures laid out the
end of the Cipher in his generation, and for many to come, it would return with those ultras…
somehow. Cusaugh clutched Esuu's reins like he held onto the hope of that first dawn of



returned power.As he rode astride Esuu's back, Cusaugh accessed the mongali's bag of
holding. It held an empty vial, a Vonda Valley herb, and a Balimo vine. As he accepted the items,
they appeared in his palm. He closed his fist and heated them, utilizing his Chemist skill to
enhance their potency. His hand shook from more than just the cadence of Esuu's gallop as he
lifted the filled vial to his lips and drank the bitter liquid.+10XP to Healer class and Chemist
skill.Cusaugh wondered what the gaping hole little things like not having notifications would be
like once the Cipher left them. It would take five times the quantity of healing herbs to restore his
health without the bonus to potency he'd earned through his Healer class and Chemist skill. He
could only imagine the disappearance of the luxuries afforded by the Cipher's gifts.His health
points and spirit points both filled in the minute between drinking the potion and Esuu slowing
down. In the darkness, the forest canopy concealing them from the moonlight, Cusaugh saw
little more than the vaguest of shapes in the trees and the decline in the terrain.Esuu slowed his
trot to a cautious walk. "We're here."They'd chosen speed over silence to get here because the
uenay would smell them long before they heard them. So, assuming the uenay were already
preparing to attack, Cusaugh committed to giving away their position by raising his left hand and
activating Light. His crystal bracelet lit up at his command and he aimed it ahead. As he shot the
ball of white light to the valley floor, it lit up three uenay, ready to pounce. The cat-like creatures
were each the length of Esuu and, on all fours, stood four feet tall. The speed and power of their
claws and bites made even one a formidable foe for Esuu and Cusaugh.Esuu lifted his longbow
from the holster, nocked an arrow, and fired in the space of a single breath. It hit a uenay in the
foreleg.Cusaugh used Scan to search the valley while his bracelet lit the clearing.Identified x3
Uenay Level 27.HP: 1,130.He held onto his Scan as he sensed the portal, hidden by the thin
stream carving through the forest.The uenay attacked, low and agile as they maneuvered
around bushes and leapt over fallen tree branches like quick shadows across the forest floor.
Esuu's second arrow skimmed the back of the center uenay. He reared and fired a
third.Cusaugh held onto the reins and strained to focus his Scan for the portal. He fired another
bracelet charge, which hit something he'd sensed over the stream. A pool of a water-like
substance rippled in the air as the energy from his bracelet's light shimmered through it. The
white light spread with the flowing waves to form an oval outline tall and wide enough for him to
run through.If he could get there.Identified Seer's Portal.+20 XP.Cusaugh utilized his Portalist
class skill, Portal and the Poi rock shard in his inventory to cast Portal. The light in the center
flashed, and an opening revealed another world—a jungle in broad daylight, by the looks of
it.Cusaugh's head swayed as Esuu came to a sudden halt before firing another arrow at the
center uenay. It zig-zagged, and the arrow struck a tree. The other two arced up and around to
flank them. Esuu's next arrow stuck in a tree trunk with a thud, missing the uenay by inches as
the creature twisted and leapt to evade it. Esuu fired another as the three uenay closed to within
fifteen feet. His arrow drilled into the center uenay's chest. It growled, hobbled for two steps, and
snapped the arrow. Esuu's next arrow, taking advantage of its drop in speed, hit it in the side.The
portal sucked Cusaugh's SP at a steady 5 SP per second, giving him roughly five minutes to



jump through and complete his quest.The uenay on their right, with its longer frame and more
powerful stride, leapt up a tree. Esuu loosed an arrow, but it sprang toward Esuu's head and the
arrow passed harmlessly beneath it. Esuu spun, and his tail stinger punched the alpha uenay in
the ribs. It howled and unleashed a rippling growl as the blow knocked it tumbling through the
air.The other two swept in beneath their airborne mate—utilizing their numerical superiority and
high health points to force their prey to attack one while the others strike unimpeded.Cusaugh
clutched the reins in one hand and his knife in the other, but he was short and his reach not
nearly as long as the flanking uenay's, so his weapon felt as useless as a twig.Esuu galloped
forward and kicked Center uenay mid-leap. Its jaw cracked with the impact of Esuu's hoof, but
the strike didn't stop the uenay's claws from slicing into his lower torso. Esuu growled and
whinnied as he swept his tail out to strike Flanker who, with front paws outstretched, soared
toward Esuu's head. Cusaugh switched the knife to his left hand and lashed out. Esuu's tail
missed, and the beast's claw cut into Cusaugh's shoulder. He cried out as sharp pain radiated
down his arm, and dropped the knife. As the blade spun, it lost its glow and disappeared
beneath the leaves. Distracted, he lost his balance when Esuu moved beneath him, half falling
off the saddle.Center latched on to Esuu's chainmail chest armor with its other claw. Esuu reared
back and elbowed it in the face. It slashed Esuu's cheek, opening a wide three-part gash down
to his mouth. Esuu's tail stabbed past Cusaugh's ear and struck the uenay in the chest. Flanker
bit into Esuu's shoulder and swung its lower half around to kick Esuu's stinger away before it
could snap another attack.Esuu swung his longbow back and hit Flanker in the face, then
stabbed an arrow into Center's neck; but that didn't stop Center from biting the side of his
forehead. Cusaugh held on, unsure of what to do next. Esuu yelled, dropped his arrow, and
uppercut punched Center in the throat.Esuu jolted back to avoid another bite, and this time
Cusaugh fell, bouncing off Esuu's hindquarters to fly feet over head into a log. His breath
whooshed out as the log impacted his stomach. Back aching, he twisted and fired a bracelet
charge at Flanker. The uenay hissed as the white light burned into its back. Alpha leapt up and
tackled Esuu around his torso, then pulled him forward. The combined weight of the three uenay
tipped Esuu sideways. Center dropped off, landed, and sprang at Esuu's front leg. Bone
cracked, and the mongali fell to the ground.Cusaugh fired a bracelet charge at Center and
ducked behind a tree. The bolt of light hit the cat in its side before it leapt through the opening in
the trees. Cusaugh fired another charge, this time hitting the uenay's chest, but didn't slow the
beast. Its claws sliced into Cusaugh's arms and it tackled him down. His head struck a log with a
crack. The uenay opened its mouth and bent toward him. Cusaugh shifted his shoulder up to
defend his neck, and the uenay's fangs bit down into his shoulder, sending a spasm of pain
down his right arm. He yelled, rolled, pushed up off the ground, and shoved the cat up against a
tree. Ripping his arm free—tearing muscles in the process—he punched the cat in the throat.
The cat coughed, releasing his shoulder. He grabbed a small branch, broke it off, and stuck it
into the cat's mouth. As the uenay bit down and tore it free, Cusaugh kicked it with all his
strength and shoved it off him, then rolled out of the way of its claws.As he came up, he saw



Esuu hobbling on his good front leg, struggling not to fall over beneath the combined weight of
the two uenay clinging to his torso. He dropped his bow and switched to two knives. His tail
struck the uenay on his back, the stinger entering below the neck.Cusaugh grabbed the bow
and used Scan on the leaf-covered floor. One of the arrows had fallen on Esuu's far side.
Cusaugh started to run in front of him when he spotted his ivor knife. He bent down and grabbed
the handle. Flanker landed behind him. He turned, tucked the blade, and jabbed. The uenay
bucked, hitting him in the jaw, breaking bone, and sent Cusaugh flying off his feet just as his
knife entered its flesh. The knife tore through its body until he lost his grip and fell to the
ground.He tried opening his mouth to breathe deeply and catch his breath, but his jaw was
locked. Tears of pain pricked at his eyes. He turned at the sound of whining to watch as the
uenay staggered to its right. Cusaugh pushed off the log and once again searched for his ivor
knife in the leaves. On hands and knees, he swung his foot back and clocked the godforsaken
uenay in the jaw. "Takeat!" he shouted through clenched teeth. His boot tip crunched bone and
knocked the cat back a couple steps.Esuu slammed Flanker into a tree. The one on his back—
Alpha—ripped off an ear in a spray of blood that soaked the side of Esuu's face. The warrior
yelled and thrust Flanker into the tree again. He smashed his forehead into the creature's eye
and slammed it into a branch, which cracked beneath the cat's weight. Alpha slashed a claw
across his face. He stabbed Alpha in the lower back with his tail stinger, but Cusaugh could tell
from the speed of his attacks that he was tiring. He scanned his friend for HP—145—and then
the three uenay. Alpha, on Esuu's back—369—Flanker, at his hooves—225—and the one
Cusaugh had stabbed, Center—655.Cusaugh picked up his ivor knife and charged Center to
stab it again. It spun and leapt at him. He shot a bracelet charge at its face, then punched the cat
in the snout, forcing its eyes to close. With the cat distracted, Cusaugh twisted to his right as the
cat swung its paw at his chest. Cusaugh lifted his arm to block, but pain erupted across his chest
as the uenay's claws found their target first. He felt the strap of the parchment tube loosen as it
tore.He followed through with his knife, sticking it deep into the muscle beneath the beast's
outstretched front leg. Hot blood covered Cusaugh's hand. Because of the cat's momentum,
their heads collided and Cusaugh was knocked backward. He landed on his back, and the
weight of the uenay drove the wind out of him. He coughed. For once, his grip on the knife had
held.Cusaugh activated his Scan to show their HP. His attack had cost Center 76 HP, but the hit
to his head had taken 34, leaving Cusaugh with 330 HP. He twisted the knife, and Center's HP
fell by a further 120. He slipped his hand free as the cat opened its mouth, and fired a bracelet
charge into its maw. Its energy made the cat shiver and recoil even as its mouth lit up. Cusaugh
withdrew his knife, then slashed it into the cat's throat. Slicing through thick muscle, a spray of
blood hit his face.Critical hit!Cusaugh tried to push the cat off him.Esuu fell, and a crack echoed
in the forest, loud enough to make Cusaugh think he'd broken a leg. Cusaugh head-butted the
cat, pulled his knife out, then stabbed it in the skull.Lethal hit!Center's fight had ended, but
Cusaugh was pinned.Esuu's tail whipped around and sliced through Flanker's throat mid-leap.
The uenay spun and fell, the leaves rustling beneath it as it twisted to regain its footing.Lethal hit!



Dark blood poured out from the gaping wound in its throat. Its HP fell rapidly and ended at 0. As
Flanker fell for its last time, Alpha uenay dove at Esuu's face, mouth agape.Esuu punched it in
the throat, halting the beast's forward progress, but it swung its hind legs around and grabbed
onto Esuu's arm, then took his fist in its mouth and bit down.The uenay on Cusaugh
disappeared, its energy returning to the Cipher.As Cusaugh slowly sat up, his ribs burned with a
pain he hadn't caught before. The gash across his chest burned, but this felt like a broken rib or
two.Esuu twisted and tried to throw Alpha off, but it didn't let go. He swung his tail and missed.
The strike lacked accuracy and power. His HP showed 55.Cusaugh clutched his knife as he ran.
Alpha slashed at Esuu's face. Cusaugh fired a bracelet charge. It struck the cat's paw and
deflected into Esuu's eye. His friend gasped and shouted; to Cusaugh's horror, his friend's HP
dropped by 25. The cat, unperturbed, sliced Esuu's nose and smacked his head sideways.
Cusaugh dove, knife outstretched, and plunged the blade into the uenay's solar plexus. As he
landed on the uenay's back, he carved the uenay's chest. It bucked and coughed blood. He
almost lost his grip on the knife, then wrapped a leg around the creature's torso and pulled
himself back, ripping the tip of the knife up into the cat's throat.Lethal hit!He stabbed the blade
into the top of the uenay's head for good measure, breaking the cat's skull.Defeated 3x Uenay
Level 27!+580 XP to Group.Cusaugh dismissed the notifications as he accepted the loot of the
Vonda Valley herb and healing pack. He dropped his knife and pressed the pack into Esuu's
throat gash. His friend blinked and strained to keep focus as he looked for Cusaugh."Get… to
the… portal."Cusaugh's SP had drained to 55. He squeezed the herb and vial, and prayed for
the endurance to have enough time to make the potion. "You've been an incredible friend," he
said through clenched teeth. "As honorable a servant as there ever was. I will tell of yer
glory."Potion ready.Cusaugh poured half of the potion into the oozing neck wound, then tipped
the other half into Esuu's mouth. He dropped the empty vial, touched his friend's sweaty head
with his last gesture of love on this planet, and ran for the doorway of light.His SP ticked down to
20…15…He dove, and felt the strap of his parchment tube break and fly off his shoulder. He
caught the lid with a finger under its ridge, squeezed with all his strength, and entered the
portal.A ripple of intense energy surged through his body from head to toes, and then he was in
daylight. He landed on a muddy slope and slid over a tree root before smashing his nose into the
trunk.He turned as light flashed and the portal vanished.*Quest for Cusaugh to reach the planet
to be named Saemera – Complete.*Well done, Cusaugh. Your service will honor Shephka
forever.When the words disappeared, Cusaugh felt more than just the message leave him. He
felt the loss of the strength that made his bracelet fire. When he looked at it, the light was gone.
He tried to pull up his statcard.Nothing appeared before him.No more XP. No more power.The
Cipher had kept its promise.He had too, but his body and his soul hurt too deeply to rejoice that
his calling was complete.Looking around the strange new jungle, with the black birds cawing at
him to get off their doorstep, Cusaugh wondered what life was like when your calling was
complete.13,011 years later…Larpenter Prison Station, Osuna territory.An eye emerged from
the black metal door, red and tiny, then followed by more. Eve spiders. Messengers of the Osuna



empire. If Cullen failed the test of entry, a greater threat would soon follow.A shiver tickled down
his back. He’d seen eve spiders devour prey; their process... was quick.Beady red eyes and a
mass of hairy black bodies quickly covered the door before him, close enough to jump. One,
larger than the rest, climbed out from the bulging surface, venom dripping from its fangs.Cullen
breathed. It’s not real.The spider froze, then a blue light shone out from its eyes, scanning
Cullen’s retinas for the bounty hunter ID that allowed him to be here. The one his sidekick, Torek
had forged.The light faded, but the spots in his vision did not. He tightened his stomach to keep
his posture, just like his father had taught him.Playing into what was natural helped them on
many of their undercover missions. On this one, they used licenses showing them both as
Paladins of Morunth. Only half of that was a lie. The one Cullen hid could send him straight to the
emperor to hang from a hook; or perhaps something less lethal... like the caves.“Access
granted.” The voice drifted up through the floor, hoarse as a poisoned, dying wind. “Proceed with
the prisoner to Gate D, Cell 47. Yours is ready to exchange.”Holotext formed a blue box of light
before him as the door slid over stone to open.Welcome to the Cipher. Do you accept your
quest?Cullen stopped cold, his attention locked on the words as though they had just broken the
laws of existence and he wasn’t privy to why. Their italicized style was unique from the block
letters the Osuna used to translate Space Tongue. As he studied them, a different nervousness
replaced his concern of being outed; the words before him felt strangely alive, like when he’d
seen his first flying electric eel.“Cul,” Torek whispered.Their prisoner grunted through her leather
gag. The chains jangled and pulled tight as Torek yanked on the choker to keep their captive
docile.“It’s open,” Torek whispered. His dark eyes presented a second test of Cullen’s sanity.“I
know.” Cullen redirected his attention to the doorway, pushing away concerns that he’d
hallucinated a strange message about a quest, and snapped his fingers. “Let’s go.”Inside the
artificially lit corridors of the Osuna warrior prison, the prizes behind the locked doors remained
as quiet as the hallways that kept them. Cullen had seen the insects and other small, elusive
creatures the Osuna used to keep their people subservient. Had the chambers that housed the
prisoners not included dormant generation pods to ensure their health restoration between
matches, he doubted any would make a peep to try and escape. The Osuna were plenty bored
without needing an excuse to test a new pet creature on a disobedient slave.“What was with you
back there?” Torek whispered as they passed under a sign pointing to Gate D.Cullen shook him
off. Not only did Cullen not want to explain what he may or may not have seen, but he also had
the strangest sense that he couldn’t. Even if every prisoner and battle-engineered creature were
set loose on them, he knew he could not speak the words Cipher or Quest. The very thought of
speaking them twisted his insides like a threat spun by the finger of God.“Let’s just…” Cullen
gestured forward and picked up his pace.Torek let it go. They didn’t have time, nor did they want
to draw any more attention to the cameras than Cullen might have already by delaying his entry
at the open gate.They reached the cell with “47” carved in black metal over a single spider with
more eyes than he dared count. He steeled his nerves to accept the scan, trying to behave as
though nothing were wrong. They had been paid modestly for their prisoner, taking a reduction



to accommodate requesting the one they wanted in return. That prisoner, Jolnes, recently
promoted from the prison they planned to visit next, held far more value than his skill with melee
weapons. His memory of the caves under Setuk’s prison was the key they needed to pullspace
in and retrieve their next bounty—the one Torek said they’d be paid handsomely for.With the
exchange complete, Cullen’s heart beat heavily as they escorted the gagged, drugged Jolnes
back down the corridor toward the exit. The groggy flow to the late teen’s walk concerned Cullen.
How effectively would they be able to pullspace using his memories? If his mind wasn’t fresh by
the time the Mericure Bubble formed, the pullspace could warp them into an unexpected grave.
Cullen pulled a tiny pin out of his wristcom and stuck it into Jolnes’s neck. The metal dissolved
under the skin, sealing the red speck.Jolnes’s green eyes woke with life. He glanced at Cullen
and Torek with the fear of being woken from a night terror, then clarity fell over him and his
shoulders eased.Cullen turned and stood before the scanner. Three seconds later, he led them
out and toward their ship.The Talis sat in a space-sealed dock large enough to fit three
battleships, but housing only four other small merchant vessels like his own. A black viewer
shield wrapped the bow of the pullspace ship’s cabin like glasses on a sitting bird. The short
vessel had its wings docked flat and wheels stowed to rest belly to beach.Torek helped Jolnes
out of his gag-to-gurney harness as they strode out of the prison and toward the stern entry into
the Talis.Inside the cargo bay at the center of the ship, Cullen helped Jolnes get seated in the
neuronet chair installed into the aft bulkhead beside the companionway leading up to the
cockpit. He picked up the long tube that housed the cable and n-jack, and raised it toward the
base plate hidden behind Jolnes’s right ear.“It’s an honor to be here,” Jolnes said as Cullen
looked for the flap of skin hiding the tiny base plate.Cullen pealed the artificial skin back with his
thumbnail, exposing the docking slit. He slid the n-jack in with a click and side-stepped to the
controls on the wall to trigger the eye sensor.Jolnes stared at him. Cullen wondered if he was
supposed to respond. He felt as though something greater were happening than one more
bounty to help pay for fixing his ship.Torek’s boots clacked on the rails of the companionway as
he climbed up to the cockpit.Cullen tapped the activation button. A cylindrical arm slid out of the
wall and opened into a T before the former prisoner’s eyes.“I know who you are,” Jolnes said, his
gaze locked on Cullen. Not accusing. Not threatening. His were the eyes of an ally.“Do you?”
Cullen lifted his wristcom and slid a sensor on the faceplate to wake the pullspace generator. He
imagined the hum of his precious engine warming in a compartment in the stern.“Don’t worry,”
Jolnes added, sure in his words. “I would die for your secret.”Cullen finished entering his
password into his wristcom to unlock the memory retrieval system, then looked the young man in
the eye. He knew bold promises well, and though Jolnes appeared sincere, his was as bold a
promise as there was. Pictures of eve spiders crawling over the young man’s face, the torture the
Osuna would use to break him, flashed into his thoughts. “Are you feeling okay?” he asked,
choosing to refocus the conversation to pullspacing onto Setuk safely.Jolnes smiled. Still cocky.
“Like I said, Captain Re, it’s an honor.”Captain Re. Since his exile, Cullen hadn’t told anyone but
Torek his real last name. Capturing the son of the Star General would be almost as valuable as



the memories he kept of their homeworld. A fire of anger breathed into his lungs, promising relief
only in the suffering of his co-pilot for sharing his secret.“It’s okay. You’ll see. I’m good.” Jolnes
dared to wink at him before pressing his smile to the face cradle.“Ready up here!” Torek shouted.
“Let’s go.”“What exactly am I going to see?” Cullen asked.“Your memories of home have waited
long enough.” Jolnes twisted a stare into Cullen’s eyes that threatened to expose his greatest
fear. “Today, you’ll use them.”Jolnes looked into the T sensor and the purple light indicating
ready status. “Torek’ll explain. I need to get started.” He tapped the T sensor. “Now,
please.”Cullen exhaled. His lungs pumped fear and anger. Agitation and lack of being prepared.
And concern at what the Cipher hallucination had been, and maybe what it wasn’t. If it weren’t
some lack-of-sleep, too-many-stimulants mind blaze, then what was it? Jolnes’s words rattled
along the same unnerving frequency.Jolnes gave a short nod at the T sensor, and gently
repeated his request.Cullen tapped his wristcom, and purple beams lit into Jolnes’s eyes,
reflecting new colors in the green and orange of his irises.In the cockpit, Cullen sat in the pilot’s
chair while Torek played his fingers through the strands of yellow hololights tied to the dash
controls as though they were strings on an instrument. Not wanting to interrupt the execution of
their preflight control system, Cullen waited until Torek had spiraled the last thread command
into the program and patted the newly squared block of yellow light into the heart of the dash. A
beacon on his wristcom signaled the pullspace generator was ready for flight.Cullen lifted an
inspecting glare at his only remaining friend in the universe.Torek’s smile broke with the levity of
a spoiled joke. He shook his head. “Stupid. Jolnes wasn’t supposed to tell you yet.”“Tell me
what?” Cullen asked, feeling the burn of the engine and knowing they had to ignite soon or shut
it down. The heat sensor on the dash was halfway into orange. “Why does he know my last
name, or about my memories?”Torek checked the dash and the sensors, and buckled in. “You
know, I was hoping to surprise you… but you’re going home today.”Home. Vijil. His mind returned
to the moment he saw his dad after the pre-exile procedure was supposed to remove his
memories. “How is…?”Torek smiled and held out a hand to stall his questions. “I’ll show you.” His
gaze fell to Cullen’s wristcom. “All you have to do is tap that button. Our bounty awaits, with
further clues to the mystery of Cullen Re’s return.”Pixels on the dash’s engine heat reading filled
the far end of the bar in red, indicating seconds before having to shut it down and wasting
precious fuel.Do you accept your quest?The block of glowing words appeared again, this time in
the air between his eyes and the dash. They followed as he shifted his head to look Torek in the
eye. This wasn’t holotext.What quest? he asked the alien program.The Cipher.Its interaction with
his thoughts sent a chill down his spine. He recalled the term from Rucien scriptures, referring to
a mythical power lost for so long many doubted it ever existed. They said the same about
pullspace, but we rediscovered that.Torek’s face scrunched in concern. “Cul, we gotta go.”Home.
He didn’t know if he wanted to go. But he couldn’t pass up whatever was happening. He took the
first breath of hope in the ten years since his exile.Yes, he thought, and tapped his wristcom to
activate pullspace. He put his mouthguard in as a countdown on the dash screen started at
twenty.Welcome to the path of light, Cullen, Level 1 Bounty Hunter. XP 0/110.*Quest to unlock



the Cipher – Activated.**Mission to rescue the ultras – Activated.**Task to pullspace to Setuk –
Activated.*Cullen buckled into his seat as the sizzle of pullspace seized his cheeks and surged
through every nerve, pressing him into his chair.2Ehli swallowed a gulp of cool water, sat up in
the reclined neuronet chair, and set the plaster cup on the table beside her armrest. During her
treatments, Ocia spoiled her like a father, but she always felt guilty indulging in cold water while
her son was sweating out in the quarry.While his monthly treatments were getting closer to
freeing her of the nightmares, last night was another story. Schaefer’s death was as clear as
ever. The dream still played in her mind: how he’d forced the mech into the kitchen, how he’d set
off the small explosive that shook the house and rattled dust and debris from the ceiling. How
the heat from the fire had grown closer, hotter, traveled too quickly for her and Emmit to
escape.... She’d woken clasping her damp shirt, convinced the hot sweat was his fresh blood. If
she could lower the visor and begin the program herself, she would have started it
already.Nassib, the guard who escorted her to her treatments, waited outside the door, the back
of his head visible through the slit of the window. Six years ago, on her first night behind bars,
he’d broken her arm throwing her into her cell. He hadn’t expected the fight growing up as the
middle sister between two brothers had trained her to give back. And, as a result, he’d left with a
chunk of flesh missing from his cheek where she’d clamped her teeth and yanked. Ocia had
made him her bodyguard and escort because, as he’d said, “You won’t have to worry about him
ever again.”He’d been right. Nassib had never touched her again or been anything but friendly
toward her. Ocia was a miracle-worker.Ehli rubbed a finger through her hair above her ear, over
the small connector plate grafted into her scalp. If Ocia were here, he’d scold her for fidgeting
with it. “They find out you or Emmit have net chips,” Ocia would say, “and I won’t be able to save
you.”Nassib’s head moved out of view to be replaced by Ocia’s. He opened the door a moment
later, holding a tablet pressed against his lab coat. Her attention dropped from his smile to the
yellow and red bruising on his neck.“What happened to you?” Ehli asked.He chuckled and
rubbed his throat as he walked toward her. Nassib shut the door behind him and returned to his
post. “Just a patient who’s nowhere near as sweet as you.” He leaned in to let Ehli hug him
without standing up. “How are you, my dear?”“Not great. Had a pretty bad nightmare last
night.”Ocia pulled back, frowning. He tapped the screen on his tablet, alternating his focus
between it and the tiny reader screens that lit up on her chair. In another minute, she’d enjoy
blissful rest. “I’m sorry to hear that. Did you have any other nightmares this month?”“A
couple.”Ocia sighed and probed her gaze for further info.“Three… no four.”He tapped that
information into his tablet, nodding. “Two less than last month.”“But one more than three months
ago. I thought we were close.”His smile returned. “Oh Ehli, we are.”That piqued her interest. “We
are? Why?”“Do you want news or treatment first?”The only thing worse than the nightmares in
this place was the boredom. “News.”He laughed. “Of course. So, you want to guess?”“Are we
leaving?” Her voice carried enough to make Nassib flinch.“Shhh.” Ocia glanced to check on
Nassib, who remained in his position. When his attention returned to Ehli, his growing smile
made her heartbeat race.“Are we?” She gripped her armrests, ready to jump out of her chair and



hug him.“Yes.”“Agh!” She struggled to get around the armrest as quickly as she wanted to, but
eventually managed and lunged into Ocia’s wide frame.“Keep it down,” he whispered.Hot tears
wet her cheeks, and she wiped them on his white coat. “Oh, this is too good to be true. Please
tell me I’m not dreaming.”“You’re not. And it’s only just beginning.”She backed out of his embrace.
“How’s that?”“The good news isn’t just that we’re leaving, but where we’re going.”“Okay?”Ocia
took a deep breath as though savoring the thought he held within. The gentle doctor looked her
in the eyes and swallowed. His lips shuddered slightly. A glisten shone in his eyes. He sniffed
and scratched his face, glancing down for a moment before coming back up. “Where we’re going
won’t be easy,” he said, his best bedside manner on display, reminding her of their earliest
treatments when she was terrified to enter the neuronet and face her nightmares in living
power.“What do you mean?” Ehli looked over at the locked door and thought, What could be
worse than this prison? “Will Emmit be safe?”Ocia’s responding stare did not lie. A curdling of
anxiety mixed in and overtook the joy that had sat in her stomach seconds ago. “What’s going
on, Ocia?”She knew her people were being hunted across the galaxy, and losing the race for a
place to hide from the Osuna, but that didn’t mean she wanted to leave one scary place only to
enter another. At least she’d had six years of survival training on Setuk.Ocia released a breath.
“It’s time to leave.” He forced a flat smile. “The war is far from over. The Osuna still have no clue
where the Rucien homeworld is. As long as the captives from Alnare had their memories
sufficiently wiped, it should stay that way—for a little longer, at least.”“What does that mean?”
Ehli asked.Ocia tapped the air as though rewarding her interest, his smile like that of a kid in a
world of endless possibilities. “It means a lot of things. First, it means we may’ve solved the
riddle of Cusaugh’s ultras prophecy… you know, where the ultras restore the power of the
Cipher, and,” his smile faded, his tone dampening, “how the Osuna will follow it to the Rucien
homeworld.”He sounded like her husband. She didn’t think Cusaugh was much more than yet
another man grasping at straws for something to hope in. Why would Shephka transport her
people off their original homeworld and save them from genocide, only to then take away the
power of the Cipher? They’ve struggled for three thousand years without it, but then, as a reward
for returning that power, they get the bad news that unlocking it would lead their enemies to their
homeworld? Yeah, she wasn’t a huge fan of all that. Pray to Shephka for help, sure, but that?
Which part would she pick apart first? How about, did the Cipher ever really exist? She thought it
was merely an allegory for how they had developed their abilities and cities.Yeah, Ehli wasn’t
entirely optimistic, or interested. It didn’t help that her husband had wasted so much of his life
chasing those prophecies; those, and his theory that ultras were a race the Rucien were meant
to engineer through genetic enhancement.“The good news,” Ocia said—“You figured out how to
get rid of that whole pesky Osuna-finding-us part?”Ocia rolled his eyes. Then weight behind his
gaze concerned her. “We’re not going to run forever. And I haven’t given up on finding Mera and
Sae.”Ehli’s concern at not running met with the sympathy for his wife and son, who were still
slaves to the Osuna. They had been stolen by the Osuna to force him into medical slavery. She
tried not to respond selfishly when confronted with the fact that he still didn’t have his family, and



may never. “So, not running forever means we do something that points the Osuna at the Rucien
homeworld?”“Not running forever—” Ocia sat back and nodded, as though to himself. He
released her hand to squeeze a fist. “—means we plan to fight back. And Cusaugh’s prophecies
will show us how. Then I get my wife and son back.”He motioned for her to rest her head on the
neuronet’s face cradle. “But the clock is running. Please, lie down.”Ehli reclined into the chair,
positioning her feet and hands over the chair’s sensors, while Ocia walked behind her.He parted
her hair over the entry strip, peeled it open, and connected the n-jack into her head. “Along with
today’s treatment, I’m going to implant memories that will guide you to our ship.”Ehli twisted her
neck to see him. “You won’t be there?”“I’ll be there... I just won’t be with you right away.”“Why’s
that?”“Because I have to help distract the prison guards so you and Emmit can get there. Nassib
will unlock your cell, but without my help. Where he has to take you, he wouldn’t make it without
suspicion from his superiors.” He rested a hand on her wrist and smiled. “Relax. I want this
treatment to help prepare you for our escape.”She laid her head against the concave padding as
he lowered the visor over her eyes. Nervous excitement threatened the likelihood of relaxing
anytime soon. She forced a deep breath.“That’s my girl. When you’re done, Nassib will take you
back to your cell. I’ll send him the ready signal. He’ll open your door. Then just follow your
intuition.”“My in—”The purple light from the visor cut her off as the neuronet sucked her into its
blinding white rays.***The western exit of Emmit and Adi’s secret cave required squirming on
your belly and sometimes digging to fit under the rock. Emmit chewed on the sweet juice of the
green grapes their hideout supplied and handed a couple more to Adi from his pocket. Emmit’s
pet gecko tickled his neck as it licked its scratchy tongue over the sweat even this shaded area
produced.The absence of hoofbeats, mule moans, and prisoner chit chat from outside
encouraged Emmit to poke his head out to the sun-warmed air, squinting in the daylight. No one
passed by on the dirt path overlooking the sharp descent to the quarry. On the far side, a long
bridge marked the entrance to the prison. Red rock from the quarry formed the two-story frame
that stretched three kilometers into Setuk’s sprawling desert before curving out of sight.Getting
out from under the rock and onto the trail was a race against the chance that a passing Osuna
satellite could relay his location. The clear sky and lack of shuttles flying goods or passengers
between the prison and orbit was one more sign that something was up.“Someone out there?”
Adi asked from behind him.“No.”“Then let’s go.” He nudged Emmit’s foot. “We’re late, Em.”Emmit
scraped a last swath of dirt, and had just started to wiggle out when his heart clenched and his
body froze.An Osuna wolverine breached one side of the trail and disappeared behind the other
side in two graceful gallops. If Emmit’s intuition hadn’t halted him, he’d have been halfway out
and three quick breaths short of the end of his life. In his shocked stillness, another wolverine
galloped past.How did wolverines get down here?“What are you doing?” Adi asked.Emmit stuck
a finger back to silence him. A half-dozen hard heartbeats later, he decided the threat was gone
and crawled into the open air. He quickly turned and pulled Adi to his feet, not letting go until
they’d run to the near edge. He peeked out. The path leading up the mountain was clear. To his
left, he traced the curve of the path’s descent toward the bridge, and the thin dust cloud kicked



up by the wolverines.“Em…” Adi’s shock cut short his word, and he pointed instead. The two
wolverines were only a small part of a pack chasing their food across the bridge to the
prison.The lead wolverine leapt. A guard turned and fired levitor beams into its chest. His shot
barely slowed the beast. A claw sliced the rifle in two in a blink before the beast’s teeth cinched
on his neck. The scream carried into the quarry.No guard fired again.Emmit cringed at the way
life could end so quickly, and in so much gore. But he didn’t feel sorry. The only guard worth a
breath in this prison was Nassib, and he was safe inside, escorting his mom to her treatment
with Ocia. He’d had his at sunbreak, but hers might not be done yet.Adi looked at Emmit, eyes
lost in fear. “Where do we go?”Beep-beep-beep.... Beep-beep-beep.The sound chimed from his
feet.Beep-beep-beep.In the weeds beside the rock. He reached for the sound. His fingers poked
through the sticky bristles of the weeds and brushed against something metallic. He knelt and
forced the shrubbery aside to reveal a silver beacon, the size of an orange, half buried in the
dirt.“Do you think a guard dropped that when they were running away?” Adi asked.Beep-beep-
beep.The chime was accompanied by a small green light at the center of a groove parting it at
the center. Emmit pushed it, and the beacon opened like a clam shell. “I don’t know.”Inside was a
folded piece of paper with the shading of scribbled writing on its hidden sides. Emmit opened it
to a series of Bezel letters—the language of Osuna royalty. Circles. Slashes. Vertical lines. Dots—
thick and thin, some in swirls that looped around and behind the solid lines.And they all spoke
volumes.Regardless of any memory of seeing such shapes before, he knew them like the
seashore of his first home. They told him it was time to leave.“Emmit.” Adi’s tone spoke of
caution.A whiff of sour hormones, like those of an animal, entered Emmit’s nostrils. Then he
heard the wet wheezing of heavy, open-mouthed breaths.Emmit lowered the paper as a snort
pushed it down on a fold. Trickles of snot peppered his arms from the wet snout of the Osuna
wolverine standing before him. Emmit’s bladder woke with fire, but he clenched it shut.The
massive animal stood close enough to chomp off a hand before Emmit could blink. On all fours,
its head rested under Emmit’s chin. Emmit’s stomach quaked as each breath shook his torso. He
looked deep into the creature’s brown eyes and black pupils, wondering which second would be
his last. How is it not killing us right now?The black fur profile, slick snout, penetrating eyes, and
red tongue lolling over sharp ivory incisors... all reformed in a memory, as if he’d seen this animal
before. Not just a wolverine, but this exact one. In that memory, he walked beside it.Against
reason, but with no alternative, Emmit followed what he’d somehow seen before. Heavy legs and
lethargic muscles pressed on toward a connection with what should be. In the unknown past,
he’d found a collar.Emmit reached into the thick black fur at the animal’s neck. His fingers
brushed over a leather collar.“Emmit,” Adi whispered. His stare threatened to break in fear.“It’s
okay,” Emmit said. He scratched under the animal’s collar. Its stillness spoke of rigid training. A
warrior on all fours.In Emmit’s memory, Adi was not there, but everything else was as his mind
predicted: the blue sky over the mountain backdrop, the angle of his view into the alcove they’d
just come from, the crack in the soil that ran across the ground near the animal’s front foot. He
knew what came next.Without a word, the wolverine lowered to its belly.Emmit lifted his leg over



the creature’s back.Adi covered his mouth.Emmit relaxed his weight onto the able beast and
tucked his heels into the muscular ribcage.The wolverine rose, giving Emmit a towering view of
his speechless friend.Emmit didn’t know how, yet, but he did know that his time in this arid
prison was over. The wolverine would take him—and Adi, if he wanted—down into the quarry,
where a box of tools would be waiting for him, along with a grill extension to a Mericure Bubble p-
drive that needed repairs.Emmit hitched his heels into the animal’s ribs, prodding it into a slow
creep toward Adi. “We’re leaving. You should come.” Emmit halted the animal with a tug on the
collar.“How are you doing that?”“Does it matter? I am. Would you like to spend one more night
under these stars?”“No.” Adi stepped toward him, and the wolverine dipped its hind quarters to
let him on. “No, I don’t.”“Not one more night,” Emmit said. When Adi’s grip locked around his
waist, he kicked his wolverine into a descent fast enough to fill his cheeks with air and his heart
with new life.Welcome to the path of light, Emmit, Level 1 Ultra. XP 0/130.*Quest to unlock the
Cipher – Activated.*The wolverine’s back curled inward. Emmit looked down, gripping the fur
tighter. A twenty-foot gap loomed over the ledge of a rock. No. The wolverine leapt. Emmit’s
stomach caved. His breath caught in his throat. As they flew, air blowing sweat off his face, a new
line of the strange blue text appeared:Fulfill your quest to unlock the Cipher for all. You have
been granted provisional access to Level 1 Ultra class.*Mission to follow the general’s son to
freedom – Activated.*The wolverine stretched its front paws for the approaching boulder. Emmit
tightened his legs against the beast’s belly. They landed and sprang off toward another. Emmit
reminded himself to breathe. What’s an ultra? Will I survive long enough to find out?***Guards
ran past Nassib on their way to the stairs and the screams of terror that rose from the opened
doorways to downstairs. Mixed with the cries of the dying were the snarling roars of powerful
predators. Ehli almost felt bad for them, until a dozen memories of their treatment of prisoners
caused her to shrug.Nassib turned his key inside the lock and opened the door. Like the
revelation of a great secret, Ehli knew that something incredible lay on the other side.Welcome
to the path of light, Ehli, Level 1 Ultra. XP 0/130.*Quest to unlock the Cipher – Activated.*Nassib
took her hand and pulled her into the hallway, interrupting a strange draw to the blue words that
stayed in front of her as they ran. She swiped her hand through them to see if it was a hologram,
but it remained, unlike any hologram she’d seen before.The Cipher? Ehli feared her husband
had been right. His life had been devoted to the partial manuscripts discovered by Rucien
colonies. His latest manuscript, written by Cusaugh, was one that, he’d said, revealed significant
pieces to the puzzle of how to unlock the Cipher. The Osuna had located their planet not long
after. She’d spent the last six years living with the guilt that she should have made Schaefer
leave everything behind. He hadn’t, and had died when the Osuna had raided their home. She
and Emmit had been slaves ever since. Now she was the one on a quest? Had he ever seen
writing like this? Why was it talking to her?As they neared a door at the end of the hall, the
message disappeared, to be replaced by another.Fulfill your quest to unlock the Cipher for all.
You have been granted provisional access to Level 1 Ultra class.*Mission to follow the general’s
son to freedom – Activated.*Ultras. Just like Ocia had said… But still. What is an ultra? What



access? She waited for an answer, but no text responded.Nassib pushed the door to a stairwell
open and led her down at a quick pace.She followed, being careful not to miss a stair as she
considered the message in her field of vision. “Where’s Emmit?”Nassib opened a door at the
bottom. “Ocia made plans for him to meet us. Come on.”The doorway exited to a tunnel that went
deeper into the prison. Nassib led her to a mine car and offered a hand to help her in.She
climbed in while he unlocked the brakes. As it gained momentum down the hill, he ran beside it
and hopped in. Lanterns on the ceiling lit their rapid passage into the bowels of the quarry. Cool
air blew through her hair, lifting it to whip in the breeze. Her teeth rattled as she clung to the car. It
jerked and squeaked as it sailed down the tracks. “Is this the way to the general’s son?” she
shouted over the cart’s passage.“What?” Nassib shouted back. He pointed ahead. “Ocia…”She
couldn’t make out the rest of what he said. This had to be the way. An odd peace settled about
her, similar to how she’d felt when the words first appeared. Perhaps the sufferings of her years
in prison had met rock bottom and Shephka’s blessings would finally come. A wide smile filled
her cheeks as wind blew the wetness from her eyes.3The hum of pullspace and its vibration
deep inside Cullen’s bones eased as the familiar itch across his tongue left its aftertaste of
survival. They made it.*Task to pullspace to Setuk – Complete.*+20 XP to Cullen.20/110 to Level
2.Cullen read the Cipher text as he slowly took his mouthguard out. Okay…. What am I
supposed to do with that information?Complete your quest to unlock the Cipher for all. You have
been granted provisional access to Level 1 Bounty Hunter class. Bring the ultras and the texts of
the Ancients to Vijil soil to earn your new class. Fail and your access to the Cipher will be erased
permanently.Provisional granting of Cipher limits full scope of power and usage. Bonuses of
power and abilities will be granted on completion of tasks and missions until the Cipher is
unlocked in full.The Cipher… Cullen’s dad had taught him about the prophecies of Cusaugh.
Archaeologists on Vijil had discovered writings indicating that the prophet had left their world
through a portal. But those writings had also included instructions to use buried pullspace ships
to explore the galaxy in order to locate the planet he had traveled to, where he would hide
information that would unlock the Cipher’s power. A girl at the time, Verily had discovered the first
pullspace ship off the coast of a little town near Vijil City. Since then, they had used pullspace to
explore habitable planets. But that didn’t mean Cullen had one hundred percent bought into the
Cipher as a game-like system of gaining powers responsible for the return of the once-great lost
city of Hilayniia. No one had seen the remains of the supposedly buried castle for almost three
thousand years. Some historians claimed that the description of the Cipher was an ancient
method of storytelling, a legend from the time when his people had thrived, before they had
fallen in their pursuit of the dark arts of magic and monster breeding—none of which Cullen
believed. As magical as pullspace appeared to be, transporting them through wormholes using a
technology their greatest scientists still couldn’t explain, it didn’t mean Cullen had to believe in
the powers of the underworld and the monsters their dark magic created. The gray-skinned
Osuna were one thing—he’d seen them, and the creatures they bred as part of their tyrannical
force—but the half-horse half-human scorpion creatures painted on mountain walls, along with



the stats alongside depictions of Hilayniia and its warriors and civilians, felt more like make-
believe than reality.In spite of his confusion about the text before him, if the Cipher wanted to
come back and prove to him that he could have new abilities, he wouldn’t turn it down.“Cullen?”
Torek waved a hand. “What’re you looking at?”You and two ultras have been granted the Cipher’s
blessing. Your lips and minds will not reveal its secret until Shephka deems you ready.Had this
text been written by a person, an alien… or an Ancient?Or I’m space crazy.When nothing else
showed up, he tucked his mouthguard into the opening under his armrest. Confusion aside, they
had a mission to accomplish. He wasn’t about to argue with a prophecy unfolding to lead him to
the Cipher. He unbuckled, and stood, relieved their bubble had been successful. Not everyone
survived a bubble, and if one popped, it was better to be buckled in than have inertia throw you
into the nearest hard object.Reaching toward the dash, he turned on the exterior lights,
illuminating rock walls close enough to the Talis’s nose to sniff the algae. Torek tapped a button
to place a rectangular screen view on the windshield to show the bow of the ship. Behind them,
the rock was farther back, and the Talis’s lights illuminated a tunnel, casting shadows past
stalactites and stalagmites. No enemies in sight, for now.At the bottom of the companionway,
Cullen watched Jolnes removing his n-jack. “Nice pull.”The young pilot smiled up at Cullen in a
silent thank you.Torek climbed down behind Cullen. “Thanks for not planting us in that rock. Tight
landing.”“I know what I’m doing.”Cullen turned to the weapons lockers on the deck immediately
below. The metal hatch clanged against the bulkhead as Cullen reached inside for a levitor rifle.
He handed it to Torek and followed it up with another two, along with blue and red vesparan cans
for each—one blue for stun shots and four red for lethal fire.They loaded the vesparan cans into
the rifles as they walked to the ship’s stern. At the exit, Cullen popped a button. The hatch
opened, and the exit ramp hissed as it separated like a tongue from the deck, extending until it
reached its limit and lowered to the ground.Metal ground against rock, magnifying the silence
awaiting them.Cullen slid the flashlight on his rifle barrel on to scan the dry rock walls that curved
along the tunnel into darkness. The light landed on a spider as thick as a fist, curled up and
hairy, motionless, and one with the wall.Jolnes had his rifle light on too, and took up flank beside
Torek, who reached out to clear spider webs.Thin fingers of spider web clung to Cullen’s face.
He shivered and swiped it off his skin. “I hate spiders.”Galloping footsteps echoed down the
tunnel.“Do you have a call sign to alert them that it’s us?” Cullen asked.“Yeah,” Jolnes said. “Hoot
like a monkey. You first?”To muffled snickers, Cullen just shook his head. “If I shoot—”A shape
emerged from the shadows into the beam from Cullen’s rifle light as the others swept theirs
toward its footsteps. Approaching them was a fully-grown Osuna wolverine, a beast as large as a
grown bear, but as muscular and agile as a panther. Bigger teeth, too. Its black coat blended
with the shadows as it maneuvered low to the ground with a killer’s grace. On its back were two
boys, about twelve years of age, hunched over and clinging tight against the bounces of the
beast’s gallop.“Don’t shoot.” Jolnes pushed Cullen and Torek’s rifles down. “That’s one of
them.”The beast slowed to a calculated walk at fifteen paces distance. It snorted as it drew
closer.“Emmit?” Jolnes called out.“I am. And this is Adi.” Emmit stopped his wolverine five paces



from Jolnes. “Are you the general’s son?”“No.” Jolnes turned and pointed at Cullen. “He is.
Why?”Emmit swung his leg over the wolverine’s back and jumped off. “First, I need to get into
your ship and start affixing the grill to your p-drive. Do you have water? I’m thirsty, and I bet they
are too,” he said, thumbing over his shoulder to indicate his friend and beast.He stopped before
Cullen, unspoken wonder in his eyes as he looked up. His energy seemed driven by a fervor for
something greater than escape.Is he one of the two ultras? Cullen thought. “I’m Captain Re,” he
said, smiling as the thrill of his new mission returned.Emmit grinned in a way that made Cullen
wonder if he’d just answered the boy’s question. Something caught the boy’s eye and he walked
past.***Behind the captain, Emmit spotted a handle sticking out from some moss growing on the
wall of the cave. “What’s that?” He pointed the captain’s rifle light toward it.Emmit ripped the
damp weeds off the half-buried chest.Item found: Ocia’s tool chest.*Task to upgrade p-drive –
Activated.*The blue message resonated like a reward chime deep in his mind.Open instructions
to affix grill to p-drive? Yes or No?This is so weird. And yet, he’d never felt so… lifted, like when
the wolverine had leapt off the cliff, except this was in his mind, in the beating of his heart.Yes, he
thought.The toolbox opened. Inside, he found ten liters of fenarum, the p-grill, and all the parts
and tools he’d need to install it. If he’d got 5 XP for riding the wolverine to this ship, how much
would completing this task give him? He needed 125 XP to reach his next level.Item names
floated up to a column under the title “Inventory.” The last item read “Instructions.”“Let me help,”
said Captain Re as he shut the lid and lifted the case.Emmit followed him toward the ship and
mentally selected the instructions from his inventory. A schematic diagram of the p-drive lit up in
a 3-D blueprint he found he could shift at will. Ocia had given him many puzzles for building
while in his neuronet treatments, but he’d never done one outside the mental connection. His
hand went to his n-jack, hidden beneath the hair behind his ear. He wasn’t connected. This was
real.“You done this before?” Captain Re asked as they neared the ramp to the ship.Emmit looked
him in the eye. “No.” And as he shook his head, he smiled. He hadn’t. But he couldn’t wait to try.
“Oh, this’ll be fun.”4The cart carrying Ehli and Nassib leveled out as the light from the ceiling
revealed the end of the track. A figure emerged from the shadows—Ocia. He caught the cart and
helped slow it to a stop.“Did Emmit make it?”Ocia helped her out. “Yes. He’s fine.”Ehli exhaled as
her anxiety eased a little.“He’s getting started on the drive enhancements we require to get out
of here. We should run, though, if your leg is feeling up to it.”Her stupid left leg. She’d pulled her
hamstring last fall, and still had problems reinjuring it after long days on her feet. Today was a
better day, but she didn’t trust it. “How far?”“Not far. We’ll get you some treatment on Saemera.”
Ocia pointed to Nassib behind him. “We’ll lead. You guard our tail.”“From what?” Ehli asked.“In
case they find out where we went.”As Ehli jogged, she tried asking Ocia about the Cipher, but
her throat didn’t produce the words. She tried switching to asking him about ultras, but again,
something held her back.Your lips and mind will not reveal its secret until Shephka deems you
ready. Find the general’s son.Her eyebrows rose at that. The Cipher used minds, plural. Maybe
the general’s son could tell her. She kicked her speed up a notch and felt a little sore, but kept
on. Not long after, her hamstring gripped her leg with a sharp pang. “Agh. Stones. Wait. Ocia.”He



turned and slowed. Nassib reached her first and offered to help, but Ocia shooed him away. “I’ll
be fine. We’re almost there.”Ehli felt stupid being carried like a child to bed—oh, how her life had
changed since that reality with Emmit—but if it meant being able to walk later instead of hobbling
for a week or more, she’d accept Ocia’s help. “Thanks, Dad,” she teased.“Any time.”Ocia had
never had a daughter, but from what he’d shared about his family, she thought he’d be a good
father to a daughter. She hoped he’d find his wife and son someday, and that when he did,
somehow—beyond likelihood—the Osuna would not have tortured or changed them too
much.... The way he told stories of the experiments and surgeries he’d performed while they
held his family hostage, it didn’t seem likely that his escape and failure to rescue them could
have led to anything but harm for them. That had been six years ago.Six years. The pain of
losing Schaefer had barely dulled in the same amount of time. If she’d lost Emmit, too? She
rested her head against Ocia’s chest, smelling his sweat. It was more than a few days since his
last bath, but she loved him regardless. Her dad hadn’t reached his fortieth birthday, and her
mom had been taken by the Osuna weeks after her birth, so Ocia was as close to a father as
she’d get. I’m glad Emmit has you too. You’re so good for him.***In the engine room, Emmit
tapped as quickly as possible as his computer lagged through various link-ups with the Mericure
system. This thing is amazing, he thought as he studied the glowing schematic the Cipher held
before his eyes to guide him through each step. While he sat on the deck typing, Adi stepped
over the wires connecting the laptop to the humming p-drive, pacing back toward the hatch
Cullen had just left through.Emmit swallowed the urge to tell his friend to go sit in the corner, and
continued blazing through the installation requests. Adi huffed and made another turn at the
hatch.Emmit’s patience bottomed out. “Yes?” he asked, not looking up as he resolved another
link step.“Yes?” Adi laughed. “Yes? As in, oh, is there something out of the ordinary that maybe
you’d like to talk about? Or yes—” His tone dropped from joking to mocking. “—is there
something wrong with me throwing rotten peas in your face?” Adi barked another joyless laugh,
and paced left. “What is going on with you?”He motioned to the thin computer Emmit was
hunched over. “When did you learn how to do that? I’ve never even seen one of those, and
you’re talking like someone who’s done this his whole life—like an old person who’s done this his
whole life.” He turned to point beyond the room toward the bow of the ship. “And that’s not
even.... You.... We rode an Osuna wolverine down the face of a cliff! Dang it, Emmit. I peed my
pants a little,” he whispered. He leaned forward and pointed at his crotch, but Emmit couldn’t
distinguish one stain on his dark pants from another. Their pants were ten shades of dirty gray
on a good day.Emmit chuckled. “I’m sorry. I brought you the best day of your life and forgot a
fresh pair of underwear.”Adi humphed. “No. This isn’t funny....” His face cracked into a smile.
“Okay, so that was a little funny. You never bring me fresh underwear. No.” He wiped off his smile.
“I’m serious.” His finger pointing at Emmit’s nose was at least one part serious, and grew more so
with each breath. “Who the Lemae’s Eye are you?”“I’m Emmit,” he said slowly, as though Adi
were one step slow, and reached out to shake hands.Adi swatted at him, but Emmit pulled back.
“Shut up,” Adi said. “That’s not what I mean. You know what I mean. I thought we... I thought we



were friends.” His voice was strained, and he seemed to be on the verge of tears.That cut the
humor from the moment. Emmit considered giving him a hug. “We are friends. Of course we are.
Always have been. Always will be.”“Then tell me the truth.” His voice growled with anger. “How do
you know that?” Adi pointed at the computer. Then at the bow of the ship. “Since when can you
ride wolverines?”Emmit opened his mouth to respond—“And if you lie to me right now, I swear I’ll
walk right back to my cell and pray ten thousand curses on your head.”Emmit looked his friend in
the eye and took a deep breath. His head slowly shook left to right. He shrugged. “This is as
much, if not more, of a surprise to me as it is to you.” At least in that he wasn’t lying.“Goat piss.
What does that even mean? You jus—you don’t just... talk like that. When did you learn those
things? You’re... like a completely different person.”Adi wasn’t wrong. The Cipher said he was an
ultra. He’d seen text and felt a different kind of strength, but what was it? At this moment, it was a
power to get them off this rock. Until then, he preferred to watch it work, and when the Cipher
would let him, tell Adi everything.“What’s changed, Em?”As his friend looked at him with urgent
need, and fear of the unknown, the schematic of the p-drive hovered to the right of his face, the
current step in the puzzle darkened in blue over the yellow diagram. How could he explain that,
even if it let him? “I need to finish this so we can get out of here. When we’re safe, I’ll try and
explain.”“Where’s that paper you found?” Adi pointed at his pocket.It took a second to connect
what he meant.“The paper you found in the beacon, before you acted like a mad man and
charmed a wolverine. Let me see it.”Emmit paused as he considered if that was what had started
his change, and if showing Adi would be dangerous.Adi’s stare and twitching lip, on the verge of
violence, pleaded for his friend to not let him cross that line.“Adi, I’m scared.” His hand found the
beacon in his pocket.Adi glanced at the movement and back up. “I am too. Please tell me.”The
Cipher didn’t stop him, so Emmit handed him the beacon.Adi snatched the tiny ball and quickly
unfolded the paper inside. His face reflected curiosity, then confusion. He flipped the blank paper
around for Emmit to see. “There’s nothing on it.”Emmit snatched it and twisted it around to the
second blank side, then back to the first. “How is…?” His stomach ached. Sweat dripped off his
cheek. His throat was as dry as the end of a trip to the third ridge.“I swear, if you’re playing a joke
on me, I’ll hit you so hard.”The hatch slid open to Captain Re carrying a couple bottles of water.
He offered one to Adi, who took it and left in a hurry.Captain Re watched Adi go, then turned to
Emmit. “You guys have a fight?” He offered Emmit a bottle.“A little.” His thirst took over. The cool
water refreshed his dry throat immediately.“Slow down or you’ll throw it up.”He coughed and
wiped his wet mouth on his sleeve. “Okay.”“How’s it coming? Can I help?” Captain Re glanced at
the screen, which showed the progress. He nodded. “Looking good to me.”Emmit checked over
the p-drive, a waist-high clear cylinder longer than he was tall. The hard plastic base housed the
brains of the device—the processor designed to interact with the pilot’s brain and neuronet
implant. Six black tubes curled over the sides and entered through holes on the top, where they
fed piston-like bursts of magnetic energy into the engine. The holoscreen pulsed as its base,
and beeped, signifying the program had completed its upgrade. His Cipher schematic flashed a
lighter blue in the section he needed to complete next. Emmit pressed a box on the screen that



matched his schematic. “P-drive activated” appeared on the screen. A yellow green gas was
released into the p-drive.Captain Re hugged Emmit against his side. “Nice work! Come on. Let’s
get outta here.” He tugged Emmit toward the hatch.As he walked through, a Cipher text glowed
before him.*Task to upgrade p-drive – Complete.*+40 XP to Emmit.45/130 to Level 2.The new
experience passed through him like nervous energy, but dissipated just as quickly. He took
another sip of water as Captain Re called out his mini-victory to the crew. As they cheered his
name, he raised his bottle in celebration with them. To being an ultra! he thought.5Ocia didn’t
have to carry Ehli long before she felt too much like a burden to enjoy the respite. She told him to
set her down and let her try a brisk walk.“Okay. We’re not far now,” he said.The ground leveled
out, and their tunnel connected into a maze of possible pathways, but Ocia chose his steps as
though there was only one.Nassib’s footsteps echoed from ten paces back.“How did Emmit get
down here before us?” she asked.After a few steps, Ocia said, “I gave him a head start.”A new
source of light filled a distant space in the cavern. Multiple beams lit bright points on the floor
and near the ceiling. Ehli walked faster. “Is that our ship?”“It sure is.”She built as much speed as
her sore leg would allow. “Come on, Nassib.” This is it. We’re leaving! “It won’t be paradise
without you.”If you could call what they had friendship, you could even say theirs was the only
one she had outside of Ocia and her son’s more obvious relationships. Over the years, she’d
seen his regret over his mistake. She had spent nearly a year hating him every time he walked
by, and when he woke her up to come see Ocia, they’d walked in tumultuous silence. One night,
after waking up from a particularly shocking nightmare about her husband’s death—and the first
of many where Emmit had run into the kitchen after him just before the bomb rocked her world in
light and fire—seeing Nassib and his recognition of her pain, his simple gesture of offering a
hand to her back as she exited her cell, was the first of many small steps they both took to meet
in the middle. Steps they took away from hatred and fear toward a common ground of being alive
and wanting to enjoy what they could.She ran toward the ship, glad he would make it out, too. He
deserved it.A mound of dark fur rustled and unfolded into an Osuna wolverine, close enough to
leap at and devour her.Ehli jumped back and let out a cry.The animal shook out its fur and
yawned.When Ehli realized that she didn’t have to turn and run for her life—as though it would
have made one bit of difference if the creature had decided to chase her—she looked at Ocia.
“What’s that doing there?”The wolverine took short steps forward and cocked its head, watching
her.Ocia hid his face, but his laughter made clear the fun he was having at her expense. “It was
your son’s ride.”“His... what?”Ocia held up a hand, then directed it palm up to the still-docile
wolverine. “It’s domesticated.”“You think you could’ve warned me,” she said, punching his arm
playfully.“Mom?”Ehli spun to see Emmit waving her in from the open hatch at the ship’s
rear.“Come on, we’re almost ready to go.” He followed her gaze to the wolverine. “He’s okay,
Mom. Ocia, Nassib, come on. I want to show you something.”Ocia nudged her on. “We’ll have
plenty of time for you to get even once we’re off this planet for good.”“Ocia,” Nassib called from
behind them, “they’re here.”Ocia took a levitor pistol from his belt. “Get inside.” Then, to Emmit,
“Is it ready?”“It just activated,” Emmit said.“Great. Everyone inside. They’ve found us.”Emmit



looked at the wolverine, then back to Ocia. “Is he coming too?”Ocia nodded and gestured for
him to get inside.Emmit spun on his heels and ran deeper into the ship.Ehli ran past the docile
wolverine, which watched her as though she were scared for no reason. As she broke eye
contact with the animal and ran up the ramp, she spotted a handsome young man—mid-
twenties, sharp in feature and muscle—walking down the passageway from the hatch. His
shaggy spiked blond hair contrasted with the militaristic order of his blue space pilot suit,
equipped with a weapons belt carrying a levitor pistol and combat knife, and an ozone collar with
its helmet retracted. He looked up from his armpad, which glowed from recent use.“Are you
—?”“The guards,” Ocia interrupted from behind her. She hadn’t heard him approach. “Everyone
get seated. We’re leaving.”The young man slowed, then veered left as she went right to get out of
his way. He cut back as she cut back, then spun before they collided. “Sorry,” he said, turning
around to check, she assumed, that she hadn’t fallen or otherwise hurt herself.She raised her
hand, smiling. “I’m fine.”He offered a distracted smile, then sidestepped alongside Ocia.“That’s
Cullen.”She startled.The young man with high-cropped, short dark hair who’d startled her
winked, as though proud that even in a prison escape he still carried his charm at level ten… or
so he seemed to think.In spite of his relaxed posture, his getup from the neck down was all
business. His dark purple suit, worn by Esune field ops on the most dangerous kinds of missions
the Osuna could send them, had red sensor pads dotted down the sleeves and the outer edges
of his pants. Each pad was individually programmable to transmit radio waves, emit smells to
attract or detract certain animals, discharge poison darts, hold razor-tipped blades…. He wore it
with a child-like sense of pride, but in a body mature enough to make him dangerous. His had an
ozone collar too, and there was a glowing armpad on his left forearm. He offered a hand to the
hatch behind her. “Your son’s in there. I’m Torek, but he’s your son, so you prob—”“Yeah, uh,
yeah. Are you the general’s son?”“No,” he laughed. “The boy asked that too. That’s Cullen,” he
said, pointing inside.“Thank you.” She found the reader on the hatch and it swept open.The
lights in the ship’s passageway had been turned off, including the outside floodlights. “Your seats
are ready,” he said, waving her in.“And Sprinkles is coming,” Emmit shouted as she entered. “I
don’t care how bad he smells.”Ehli strapped herself into a seat that unfolded from the small
cabin’s bulkhead, unsure, now that she’d found the general’s son, what she would say.
“Sprinkles?” she asked her son.Emmit shrugged. Making no sense was about as much sense as
he made sometimes. “I think it’s funny.”“Mouthguards in,” Cullen said from a speaker on the
bulkhead. Schaefer had taught her about Mericure Bubble transportation and the need to wear
mouth protection to keep from biting your tongue during the electrostatic discharge of the
Mericure ignition, as well as the fascinating connection between memory and instantaneous
travel. Emmit handed her the spare mouthguard case left after he and Adi had opened theirs.As
she put hers in, a tickle of static rubbed on her eardrums. Her eyelids twitched a little as the
vibration increased.Emmit watched her with youthful excitement. More hope than she had. The
blue mouthguard stuck out between his stretched lips, forming a smile.Were she not strapped in,
she’d kiss him on the cheek. “If this works, I’m real proud of you.”“And if it doesn’t?” Emmit



mumbled, unfazed in his hope as he played along.“Then I simply love you. But I sure wish you
were smarter.”That earned a nervous chuckle. The Mericure activation vibrated like a drill boring
a hole between her eardrums. She made up a countdown from twenty to a point when either her
eyeballs would pop or her brain would shoot out of her ears. Lights blinked. The bubble synced.
She closed her eyes. The pressure eased.Ehli opened her eyes, praying that the impossible had
just happened. Her heartbeat raced. Are we free? She unbuckled her straps. Emmit wrestled out
of his, and helped Adi before running to hug her. Adi joined them.*Mission to follow the general’s
son to freedom – Complete.*+25 XP to group.“Mom.” Emmit looked up, then leaned to whisper in
her ear, “Did you see that?”Was he asking about the Cipher? The thought filled her with relief. “I
did,” she whispered back.He embraced her in a strong hug. “I’m so glad.”“Me too.” After a
moment she asked, “Are you an ultra?”“I am,” he said, fear in his tone as though afraid of being
found out.“Me too,” she said. “I’m here with you.”He tightened his hug. “Thank you.”“We need to
talk to Captain Re,” she whispered. “See what he knows.”6The bright blue flash from the
Mericure Bubble dimmed, and Cullen’s eyes adjusted to the overcast sky set above the jungle
that draped fat green leaves above his ship. Beneath the branches, his line of sight tracked to a
high concrete wall that disappeared into the thickest portion of trees. Its width went beyond the
scope of his windshield.Ocia’s large-handed clap punctured the silence, and he laughed. “We’re
here!”Even that amount of movement was beyond Cullen, given how his stomach swam and his
head swayed. Two pulls in, like, fifteen minutes would do that to you. If they had to leave again
any time soon, he’d be in bad shape.Ocia unbuckled and stood without the slightest imbalance.
He assessed Cullen with a dominant, but playful, smile and raised his hand. “Stay. Get your
feet.”*Mission to rescue the ultras – Complete.*+25 XP to group.+25 XP bonus to Captain Re for
successful pullspace trip.Group XP summary: Cullen Level 1 Bounty Hunter 70/110; Ehli Level 1
Ultra 25/130; Emmit Level 1 Ultra 70/130.*Mission to escape Saemera with ultras and Ancients’
texts – Activated.*Cullen took his mouthguard out, put it in his case, and slid it under his armrest
as though nothing had happened. The ultras were on board, but no texts. Not knowing if Ocia,
Jolnes, or—worst-case scenario—Torek would hinder his mission, he kept the stats to himself. If
he got a private moment with the ultras, he’d discuss with them, but that was it.One of the
camera views showed the starboard side of the ship and the wide building they had landed
alongside. As Cullen watched, the main doors slid open, and four soldiers armed with rifles
casually walked out to the stone path that skirted the building.“Dr. Yrix,” one of them said, his
voice projecting from speakers above Cullen.Cullen looked back at Ocia. “Tell him you’re safe,
and we’ll be out in a minute.” He pressed a button on the dash for the mic and indicated for Ocia
to speak.“Yes. Stand down. The mission was a success!”The soldiers’ faces eased, and they
raised their rifles and cheered.Cullen wished it was that easy. He unbuckled and stood. “Jolnes,
can you check on our passengers? Make sure they’re okay.”“Yeah.” Jolnes called back.“You all
did a great job,” Ocia said. “The drop-in to the cave was flush, and we made it out without a shot
fired. Your father would be proud.” He unbuckled and stood, as though he hadn’t just mentioned
Cullen’s father.“How do you know my father?” Cullen asked.Ocia smiled. “You’ll see. He had an



outpost here, and left clues that led us to your ship, and to finding you,” he said, tapping the
headrest of his chair with a wide smile. “We’ll share more when we get inside. I haven’t been
here for a month, so I have to check in on some things, but you get some breakfast, let our
passengers breathe for a few minutes, then we’ll chat next steps.”Ocia offered his hand to shake.
“It’s an honor to finally meet you.”Cullen had some suspicions about how easily the broken
pieces of his life were now fitting together, but it wouldn’t help to show those concerns—not yet,
anyway. He shook the doctor’s big meaty hand as though the honor was all his.Ocia finished
shaking hands. “Shall we go?”“Yeah. I could kiss dirt.” Cullen locked his stations and checked the
power on his wristcom. A decent “89%” showed on the power gauge. At the bottom of the
companionway, he turned to see Ehli watching him from the hatch of their quarters. Her son
whispered something to her, then glanced at him.Ocia walked past him. “Everyone feeling
okay?”Ehli nodded. He opened his arms and brought Emmit into a hug. Then he kissed Ehli’s
forehead. “We made it!”Ehli smiled, forehead to forehead, closing her eyes as she embraced the
father-like figure.Their familial connection was born from history, not blood. I could use
something like that.Torek joined him at the locker next to his and clicked it open to unhinge his
rifle and vesparan cans. He shut it just as quickly. “Come on.”Cullen checked behind him to Ehli
and Emmit. The ultras. Ehli saw him looking. This felt like a pivotal time to advance his mission.
He motioned her over. “Bring Emmit.”Torek gave him a strange look.“I’ll meet you at the ramp,”
Cullen told him. He motioned again as Ocia looked to see what Cullen wanted. “Torek and
Jolnes can go out with you, Ocia. I’d like a moment with Ehli and Emmit.”Adi and Nassib made
their way to the hatch. Ocia guided them to follow Torek toward the stern. As they left, and Ehli
and Emmit walked toward him. He sensed their eagerness. When they were close enough, he
asked, in a low tone, “Have you seen the Cipher?”His elation at vocalizing it matched Emmit’s
evident joy as he bounced. “Yes! Can you believe it?”Cullen smiled and shook his head. “I can’t.”
No longer did his soul feel like a broken jar. With the Cipher’s guidance, he finally felt like he had
a direction worth following. The shards of his being were starting to seal over, and in the healing,
he felt his soul beginning to hold water once again.Ehli ran a hand over Emmit’s head. They both
had the short hairstyle of prisoners—the kind that made no distinction between male or female.
He hated what they must have endured as prisoners of the Osuna, even at a small prison like
Setuk’s. She sighed and looked up at Cullen, slowly shaking her head in wonder. “What does it
mean?”Cullen didn’t rightly know, but he had a hunch. On the dash of his ship, he had an
acronym referencing an ancient Rucien text: To the light’s return we cry. He shrugged. “I don’t
know what we did, but we wound up in the right spot at the right time.”“For what?” she
asked.“Did you see a quest to unlock the Cipher?” he asked.“Yes.”“How about to find the
texts?”She squinted. “No?”“Did you see experience XP gains once our pullspace finished?”“Yes.
Not that I know what that’s all about.” She rubbed the bridge of her nose. “Don’t get me wrong, I
thank Shephka for our rescue. But could this really be the Cipher?” she asked. “Why now, with
us?”Cullen smiled. “I have no idea.” His past, and the shame he felt at being exiled, had long
plagued him, and he’d felt far from Shephka. “It said it was a limited version, but it’s still



amazing.”“It helped me fix your p-drive,” Emmit said, “and find the chest with the tools.”“Do you
know what an ultra is?” Ehli asked Cullen.He shook his head. “Sorry. But whatever it is, whatever
that means for you and your boy, I’ll do everything I can to get you and the texts to Vijil so we can
see the Cipher unlocked.”“You done yet?” Torek called out from the stern “They’re inviting us in
for breakfast and I’m hungry.”He appeared around the corner, rubbing his belly with a big smile.
Adi walked close behind him, reflecting his excitement for a meal.+10 XP – relationship gains
within party to friendly.*Task to obtain nutrition to boost powers – Activated.*“It says we can eat!”
Emmit hollered, fist in the air.Humid air wafted in with an aroma of sweet flora recently dosed in
rain. Ocia’s soldiers waited, rifles aimed at the ground as they watched Cullen and the two ultras
emerge from his ship.Ocia smiled. “The cafeteria is just inside. Lieutenant Huls and I will attend
to business.”The most decorated officer waited at attention as Ocia and the group walked onto
the dew damp grass and passed him. He was only a little shorter than Ocia, his posture, firm
from muscle and training, capped by a stare that could outlast the erosion of a mountain. As
Cullen approached, his lips cracked into a formal grin and he extended a hand in
greeting.“Thank you for returning our doctor and some very special new guests. Your meals will
forever be free on my watch.” Huls’s grip eased from Cullen’s palm, and he extended the same
courtesy to Torek. “Good to meet you in person.”“Likewise.”Huls took two earpieces out of his
shirt pocket. “Your chips will install a program to link these with our airsync so we can
communicate almost anywhere on this island.”Cullen took the rubber earpiece that wrapped
around the top of his ear and fit snugly inside. The top of its arc had a small button which, he
knew from other earpieces, would activate the link-in program and the airsync. “Thank you.”Huls
extended a hand toward the doors of the building. Cullen led the way.Two guards stepped aside
as the doors opened. Ehli and their other passengers followed closely, as though concerned one
of the soldiers would throw them back in prison. Cullen caught Ehli’s attention. “You’re free
now.”She smiled, but her expression faltered. “Thank you, but I don’t know we’re quite there
yet.”Her attention shifted to focus behind him. The hall inside expanded into an intersection, with
an open office on their left and an auditorium not far beyond. Torek started for the dining hall,
where people in military greens and hospital scrubs carried trays of food and drinks to the
auditorium’s seating area. The style of orange tint on green collage for the soldiers identified
them with the Esune group, the Logi, whom he’d seen helping protect the Rucien colonists and
explorers from Osuna threats.Huls checked his wristcom. “They’re still serving breakfast, but it’s
good. I like the egg and beef tortillas if you don’t want to wait for the chicken.”“Thank you,” Cullen
said.The boys speed-walked between pay stations and into the kitchen.“Slow down,” Ehli called
out, following them.“You can call Isidro when you’re all done eating, and he’ll show you to your
accommodations.” Ocia said. He turned away, and Lieutenant Huls followed him down the
hall.Cullen watched as people either waved to Ocia or shook his hand as he made his way past
them. The environment reminded Cullen of Fort Prophet on Vijil. There was a sense of purpose
here, and Ocia formed a part of its link to the community’s wellbeing.“Let’s go,” Torek said. “I
wasn’t kidding about being hungry.”Cullen joined him, and they headed toward the smell of warm



eggs and cooked beef and chicken. Cullen mused that Fort Prophet had many secrets that
weren’t immediately seen in the closely-knit community. He wondered what secrets might
surface here with Ocia’s return. The Cipher had been written, by Shephka, into the underlying
power of the universe, but those who followed His light were not the only ones to use it. He
scanned the faces of those around him, ready for a new enemy to make their move.7The spread
of breakfast options made Emmit’s mouth water. His focus locked on a thick pizza with a golden-
brown crust, fluffy yellow and white egg spread, dusted with chunks of crispy bacon he could
almost taste from the smell where he stood, and a healthy melting of yellow cheese. A man
standing in line to one side of the pizza pressed his glass against a lever that poured milk in
abundance.Adi cut in line in front of some amused adults in clean, civilian clothes, and Emmit
followed.“Easy kids,” one man said.Emmit didn’t bother looking him in the eye or even slowing as
he snatched a warm plaster plate and a fork—a fork!—and stretched a hand out for the nearest
slice of pizza, as though any second’s delay could steal this dream and his chance at a meal.But
no one stopped either of them. They giggled as they stacked three slices each on their plates.
I’m gonna get so sick, he thought, but didn’t care.Adi lowered his cup of milk as he stepped
aside for Emmit to fill his. “This is amazing, Em.”Emmit sniffed the top of his glass. The smell of
cold, fresh cow’s milk took him back to life before Setuk. This was no goat’s milk, where you
could taste the filth the animal rolled around in. The milk passed down his throat, cool and full of
flavor, even better than he remembered.He turned to spot Adi heading for the seating area, and
noticed the people in the line were staring as though he were some cute puppy with a chew
toy.“They’re jealous.” The sweet voice came from a young woman in her early twenties, who was
filling her cup with milk.Emmit crept closer, unsure if, or why, she’d spoken to him. Walking closer
was like disturbing an invisible force that separated him and his grimy clothes and skin from her.
Every detail about her fascinated him, from the flowing blue blouse to her recently washed hair.
The black and blonde-tinted hair was woven in a knot at the back of her head as though sewn
with an artist’s touch. Even her uplifting scent slowed time.Two dabs of her dark eyelashes
locked him in. “Good morning.” She capped off her smile and returned to filling her cup.Behind
her, a guy stood waiting with his tray of plated food. “He has the same eyes.”Startled, Emmit
glanced at the man, but was sure he hadn’t spoken out loud. What was going on? Emmit turned
toward the seating area, where Adi and the crew shared a table, annoyed at the creepy feeling
nestling into his bones at hearing the man’s thought. He has the same eyes? As who?He took
another drink of his milk.The woman stepped away from the dispenser, watching Emmit with a
kind of silent invitation to join her.He lowered his cup, feeling the need to explain his silence.
“This is the best milk I’ve had since I was six.”She chuckled as he joined her. Humor and joy
seemed a natural part of her day, and his entrance into it felt welcome. “I’m glad. Are you
Emmit?”Emmit’s fingers lost their strength, and he almost dropped his glass.“How’d you know
my name?”“I’m Dr. Vitra.” She flashed her grin, and swayed a little in an informal curtsy he hadn’t
seen before. “Dr. Sara. Sara. Whatever’s more comfortable. I worked with Dr. Yrix—Ocia—on the
treatments you and your mother received while you were in Setuk. I’m so glad that you’re finally



here.”She glanced toward the seating area, eyes narrowing as she scanned for something. She
returned her gaze and flower-petal softness to Emmit, lifting a smile. “Is your Mom—”“Those
cultures are ready, Dr. Vitra,” the weird guy said as he approached the pair. “I didn’t get a helmet
trough, so these trays will have to do for now.” He stepped between her and Emmit, and nodded
to his right.“This kid is more important than a million cultures,” Dr. Sara thought.Emmit’s heart
almost stopped. Had he heard that? More than a million cultures?Skill learned: Pathing.+5
XP.Emmit smacked his lips as he tried to talk. “Cultures?” he managed, almost as confused
about the topic as he was about the voice he’d heard, and whatever Pathing was.The man
glanced down at Emmit as though he’d defecated on the man’s shoe, then gripped Dr. Vitra’s
elbow. The grip wasn’t like a vise, but its message that she move along was clear.She shook him
off. “What do…?” she started, shaking her head as he retracted his hand. “It was nice to meet
you, Emmit,” Dr. Vitra said with a forced smile in his direction. “We’ll talk again soon.”“What’s
gotten...?” Her hushed voice trailed off as they walked away.Emmit strained thought muscles he
wasn’t sure were there and failed to retrieve anything from their conversation. Then he tried one
mind to the next, searching strange faces for thoughts that felt like bubbles in a dark well where
the echo threw everything off. His stomach cramping forced him to stop. The world shifted and
twisted in opposite directions. His tray fell in slow motion, the glass tipping at a distance and time
he couldn’t reach. His body weighed too much to stop the fall as he joined the glass as it tipped
over and spilled its remaining milk.He managed to lift his arm and crashed cheek into elbow
onto floor. A loud crack and the shattering of something hard sounded next to him. As far as he
could tell, it wasn’t him. But his food was trashed.What’s happening to me? Suddenly his
excitement at being an ultra flushed out like a bad virus.“Emmit?”He looked up to the concerned
expression on his mom’s face as she ran toward him.He wanted to lift a hand to stop her, but
found he couldn’t. Better to rest his head on his arm. He could sleep here.Her touch on his elbow
helped ground him to a place where everything might not be falling apart.People stared, backing
away. Whispers voiced concern. “Reject” came in through his mental net.Reject?His mom
looked him in the eye, then moved her hand to his forehead. Her touch jerked off his skin right
away. “Oh, honey. You’re hot. Someone!” she shouted. “Captain Re!”“Is he sick?” a woman
asked, though at a proximity that suggested self-preservation more than concern.“I’m coming,”
Captain Re said, his words jostled by his rapid strides. “What happened?”A second hand landed
on Emmit’s back, strong and assuring.“Emmit. What’s wrong?” he asked.“He’s burning up,” his
mom said.Emmit wanted to brush them off and find the nearest secluded corner or hallway, but
his head was awash with all kinds of strange sensations—tingling, cold, hot, heavy, fluid, sticky,
thick.... He was at the mercy of whatever was wrong to run its course, and hopefully leave him
alone when it was done.A wailing noise erupted from the air around him, mechanical and ear
piercing like the klaxons at Setuk. What’s happening?Another hand reached under his leg, and
combined forces twisted and lifted him toward the ceiling and Cullen’s face. Cullen carried him.
His eye contact and confidence helped soften the moment for Emmit, then he scanned for a
path and carted him off somewhere silent and still before the up and down motion flipped his



stomach inside out. Closing his eyes felt like his best and only defense.***Ehli tracked the
urgency of the people running from the cafeteria and, taking their place, soldiers entering with
rifles ready.“Don’t move,” shouted one.Cullen stopped, turning to shield Emmit. He spotted Ehli,
then cocked his head backwards. “We’re guests of Ocia.”The siren shut down, leaving them in
the silence between Cullen and the soldiers. From behind them came the chirps of shoes
making sharp steps on tile.“We know who you are. Please stay right where you are. Doctors are
on the way.”“Okay. Good,” Cullen said. “But why the weapons? Ocia invited us inside.”Doctors in
yellow plastic suits, sealed airtight with see-through visors on their hoods, pushed a stretcher on
squeaky wheels into the dining area.“The cart’s for the boy,” the soldier said, “but the rest of you
will follow him in. We’re not taking any chances.”The three doctors pushing the cart parked it
behind Cullen and surrounded him. They didn’t have the height or girth to evoke such
confidence, but that’s probably where the soldiers and their guns came in.“Yeah, Ocia,” Cullen
said, after tapping his earpiece. “Three doctors are here to take Emmit and the rest of us
somewhere.” Cullen put his hand out to stop one of the doctors from taking Emmit.Ehli stood one
step behind Cullen. She was unsure if she should take her boy back, but felt Cullen had it
covered.“Okay,” Cullen said. “His skin is pretty warm.” Cullen moved toward the stretcher and
gently lowered Emmit like she had when he was young enough to need naps. Cullen waved to
the soldier. “You can put that down. We’ll come. Ocia’s on his way and will meet us.”The soldier
looked down, nodded, and lowered his rifle. He patted his hand down to the rest of his group.
They lowered their weapons in turn. The lead soldier, a thin man with a long neck and a no-
foolin’-around stare shared one last glance with Cullen, then led his group back to the entrance
through which she and the others had entered.The doctors took over pushing the stretcher,
while Ehli jogged to keep up. Emmit squirmed on the bed, groaning.Adi, Jolnes, and Nassib
joined them. “What’s wrong with Emmit?” Adi asked Ehli.“I’m not sure, hon. These doctors will
help us find out.”They made it to the intersection and turned left. The soldiers, eleven in total,
gave them a wide berth, but kept their attention on them. Cullen turned right, spotted something,
and beckoned someone.Ehli followed his gaze to see Ocia running down the hall toward them.
His appearance helped lessen her anxiety, if only a little. She waited for him to catch up,
deciding Emmit was in okay hands if Ocia wasn’t contesting. She wanted to hear his news.
“What’s wrong with Emmit?” she asked when he was close enough to hear.Ocia shrugged. “I
don’t know. We’ll find out, though.”She looked behind him to Cullen, an eyebrow raised.He held
up a finger as though requesting a moment. “What’s with the military escort?” he asked
Ocia.“Past mishaps have led to extra security,” Ocia said. They all jogged after the stretcher,
passing through a double door at the other end of the hall. “They’re just doing their jobs.”“They
say they know who we are,” Cullen said, slowing as Torek reached the door in front of him and
held it open, “but they still felt the need to raise their weapons?”On the other side of the doors
was an extension of the clean, sterile environment, but with more doctors, and numbered doors
—mostly shut—leading off the hallway at regular intervals. Emmit had been pushed into one on
the right.The lead soldier stood outside that door, watching their approach with his rifle held



across his waist, pointed at the floor.“Sergeant Chino has lost men to some of our past...
mishaps.” Ocia extended his hand toward their group. “These are our new guests: Captain Re,
his co-pilot Torek, Jolnes, Nassib, Adi, and Ehli, mother of our sick young man.”Ehli didn’t like the
look Chino directed at her. Finally, the wiry soldier broke his gaze and addressed Ocia, pointing
to the door across from the one Emmit had entered. “We have beds ready for all of you. Lie or sit,
I don’t care.” The last part was directed, no-foolin’, at Cullen.“What’s going on, Ocia?” Cullen
asked. “I’m not moving until I know why we’d need beds.”“They just want a blood sample and to
check a few vital signs.”“Why?” Cullen asked. “What kind of mishaps have you had?”“With all the
people we’ve rescued, we’ve learned to have medical evals as soon as they arrive. I was going
to carry them out, but figured there’d be no harm in letting you eat first.” Ocia’s comment was
directed first to Chino, then Ehli, and finally back to Cullen. “I’m sure that whatever’s wrong with
Emmit is something simple that some rest and fluids will resolve.” He raised a soft hand to Ehli’s
arm. “They’ll figure it out, whatever it is. Would you all ease Sergeant Chino’s mind and accept a
quick eval to show you’ve not brought an epidemic onto our soil?”He said the last part with a grin
that tried to make a joke out of the situation, something Ehli was in no mood to laugh over.“You
can take some blood,” Ehli said, “but as soon as I’m done, I’m sitting at my son’s side.”“Of
course.” Ocia gently guided her to the open doorway, and the doctors and nurses waiting
alongside the beds beyond.Ehli didn’t like their stares. It felt as though they were somehow
accusing her of bringing the plague. It made her fear that, somehow, even if she had no idea
how, she had.8A heavy-set man with faint patches of red hair on his face extended his hand
toward the bed, indicating for Cullen. Cullen took a seat on the edge. He dipped his head at
Cullen’s wristcom. “Take that off, please.”Cullen turned his palm upward and pressed thumb and
forefinger into the adjacent edges of the strap around his wrist, unlocking it. The faceplate on the
other side of his wrist doused its screenlight as the sensors quit reading his pulse and the
frequencies emitting from the chip implants under his skin. The chips Torek had taken him to the
frozen tundra of Yrie to get.“You’re doing a great job, by the way,” Torek told his nurse, who
looked the right kind of pretty to be on his radar. He winked at Cullen while she rolled her
eyes.Cullen set his wristcom down in his lap and rolled his suit sleeve up past his elbow. The
male nurse stepped to Cullen’s side and glanced across the aisle at Ehli, a subtle look, but not
for the first time. Was it a crush? Ehli was attractive in a catch-you-before-you-know-it kind of
way, even if she could use a bath. He watched Patches until the nurse looked up... and as he
waited, he wondered if Torek would make a comment about Cullen staring. He didn’t, and
Patches noticed. The man started a bit, looked down at the blood he took from Cullen’s arm,
then back up.“Are you feeling okay?”Cullen raised a brief nod at Ehli. “You want me to introduce
you?” Cullen whispered, his voice not carrying over the chatter Torek made with the pretty nurse
he’d been assigned.“What are you talking about?” Patches took the vial of Cullen’s blood and
stuck a label on its side. He pressed a cotton wad on Cullen’s wound, then took a marker out of
his pocket and bit the cap off. “What’s your name?”“Squirt,” Torek said, answering for Cullen
before he could, “but his friends call him ‘You’re Excused’.”Adi snorted. The boy’s nurse leaned



forward to adjust the vial on his arm.“Thanks, Herp,” Cullen told Torek, then grinned as the nurse
slowly lifted her hand from Torek’s arm. “That’s what his friends call him.”Adi made a half honk,
half laugh that faded with the lack of understanding showing on his face.“It means Torek’s more
famous that he realizes,” Cullen told the boy, knowing the added joke would fail to clarify.“Okay,”
Adi said, pretending he got it.“Fart jokes win again, Herp.”“No one’s ever called me that,” Torek
said in a lower tone to his nurse, who’d turned her back on him to write on the vial of blood she’d
taken from him.“That’s Herp with a capital H,” Cullen said to her.“Shut up, Squirt.”Patches looked
at Cullen as if two more minutes of this would equal ten hours of licking concrete. “What’s your
name?”“Shut up,” Cullen said, pointing at Torek.“Come on, you know he was joking,” Torek said
to the nurse leaving with his vial of blood. “I’m not like that. I’m a romantic.”Four of the other
nurses walked out of the room with Ehli—which Patches noticed. Torek’s nurse didn’t give him a
second glance.“You started it,” Cullen said.“His name’s Cullen,” Torek told Patches. “He’s the
best.”Patches wrote the name, eyes on the vial and thick lips a chasm away from lifting a grin.
“Thanks so much.” His sarcastic smile lifted his cheeks high enough to almost close his eyes,
and then he walked toward the door. As he passed Torek, he said, “Later, Herp.”Cullen laughed.
“My man, Patches.”“Patches?” Torek said.Cullen squeezed his two-day scruff on his chin.“Oh,
you’re smart,” Torek said. “Hey, Blue,” he said to the male nurse in blue scrubs finishing up
Jolnes’s vial of blood. The tall nurse did not react.“See,” Torek said. “Smarts so much it
hurts.”“She knows I was kidding,” Cullen said. “Don’t be such a sore loser.”“I know.” Torek slid off
the bed and rolled his sleeve down, tossing off the cotton ball with the dab of blood. “So where to
now? Think they’ll stop me if I walk out?”Adi watched without blinking. Cullen checked Jolnes
and Nassib for a reaction, though neither seemed to have answers.Until Nassib said, “We’re not
prisoners, but I doubt the guards are far from that door, open or not.”“So where do you come in?”
Cullen asked Nassib. “Have you known Ocia long? Before Setuk?”Nassib shook his head and
rolled down his sleeve over his muscular forearm. “Nope. On Setuk. He gave me a second
chance, and offered me more if I helped him while he was there.”“Helped with what?” Torek
asked.Nassib shrugged. “Whatever. Ensuring Ehli and Emmit stayed safe. Making sure his ship
was taken care of, keeping his stuff from getting stolen when he was gone, anything he
wanted.”“How—?”“I don’t want to talk about it. I may not have been a prisoner, technically, but....”
Something caught his attention and he stood, walked toward the door, and cocked his head to
see beyond the doorway. “Let’s just all be glad we made it out alive.” He stopped before reaching
the door. “Yes, sir.”Torek and Cullen shared a look, and stood. Cullen hoped it was Ocia
speaking to Nassib, and....Nassib turned and waved them on. “Ocia and Lieutenant Huls would
like to see the three of us.”“What am I supposed to do?” Jolnes asked.“Keep an eye on Adi,”
Cullen said, and walked into the hall with Torek and Nassib.They walked around a bend in the
hall to the far end of the floor, and entered a boardroom in which they found Ocia and Lieutenant
Huls seated at the far end of an oval wooden table. Two tablet computers lay between them,
screens lit with text and images Cullen couldn’t decipher.Ocia took a sip from a steaming
cup.Huls extended a hand toward the seats on Cullen’s side of the table. Three backpacks



stuffed to the zippers stood upright on the table in front of three of the seats. Cullen guessed the
packs weighed twenty kilos apiece.Ocia lowered his cup and swallowed. “Our timetable has
jumped forward.”Cullen’s complete lack of any Ancient texts alerted him against a sudden
departure. He needed a plan to find them, and the best place seemed to be wherever the leader
of Saemera was.“Please.” Ocia motioned for them to sit, and they obeyed.Cullen examined the
bags. The shoulder-support packs looked military issue like he’d had in training as a teen, when
thirty-two kilometers with an extra twenty-eight kilos meant for grueling days. His back ached just
looking at the packed bags.“Those have the provisions and tools you’ll need for our hike,” Huls
said.“Where to?” Cullen asked.“To the original site of your father’s colony, Fel Or’an,” Ocia
answered. “Our monorail was knocked off the magnets by a fallen tree, and the only way to the
facility is by foot. We have a crew working to repair the train and tracks, but something has come
up that needs our immediate attention. As I said, our timetable has been shortened.”Fel Or’an…
The meaning of the name came back to mind. It meant “Found hope” in Veltuk, the language of
their first generation—the one given to them by the Ancients. “Originally, it was a city of the
Ancients.” Ocia tapped a key on his laptop and rotated in his chair as a hologram, a live image of
a jungle from a bird’s-eye view, rose behind him.On the map, partially hidden within the thick
dark green foliage, was a series of connected circular stone buildings that appeared many
stories tall. A flock of birds took wing from one of the sharp spires that topped all the tallest
buildings. In the background, where the buildings with partially crumbled stone domes ended,
was a village that formed a buffer between the Ancient architecture and a pond dotted with small
boats.Dad must have swallowed his tongue when he found that.Ocia expanded the view to show
the vast jungle surrounding the Ancient city, then scrolled north.“Seventy kilometers north
through the Jehu Jungle is Mera, our main shipping port. Jehu has an unprecedented wealth of
medicinal treasures and research specimens, but is difficult to travel through, considering the
hunting prowess of some of the specimens and the natural defenses of the species living
there.”Ocia tapped a section of the rail that connected to Mera. The screen zoomed in to where
trees and train tracks had been swallowed by a mini abyss.“That happened a month ago,” Huls
said to Cullen’s side of the table, “otherwise we’d have had you pull to Mera, then take that rail
south to Fel Or’an. Right now, our contact and his team are cut off and we don’t have time to
rebuild our infrastructure.”“We’ll be coming, too,” Ocia said, and tapped another key. The
hologram switched to a collage of animals and plant life, ranging from a white tiger in the top
corner to various smaller creatures and colorful fauna.As he looked over the collage, a Cipher
box framed one of the plants. The furry-stemmed plant with dark blue, sharp ridged leaves
separated from the group. Cipher text scrolled out beside it:*Task to provide nutrition for ultras –
Updated.*Collect waver plant for ultras, to restore their powers.“A large team will draw too much
attention,” Ocia continued, since he had no idea the Cipher was communicating with Cullen, “but
it will be the best we have.”Cullen pulled his focus from the Cipher text and it disappeared.“I’ve
updated your tutorials,” Huls said, “so you can read up on these during your trip. We’re counting
on your experience tracking bounties across various terrains.”Cullen nodded. This wasn’t the



hardest-looking job he’d taken. Well, what they thought was the job.“We just snuck into an
Osuna prison using fake IDs, then broke inmates out of another,” Torek said. “The fresh air and
life-threatening tigers will be a pleasant distraction.”Huls looked at Torek as if the man had a leak
coming from his brain, and he didn’t find it funny. “Our mission at Fel Or’an is far more than a
distraction.”“You know what I mean,” Torek said. “I’m bored. Give us your best shot.”“It’s okay,”
Ocia said to Huls, then directed his attention to Cullen. “The purpose of this meeting, Captain
Re, is to give you a picture of what you’ve walked into.”“I appreciate that. Will our tutorials include
any Ancient texts found here?”Ocia frowned, seeming to not track why he’d ask.“We’re not going
to have much time for—”Ocia put up a hand to stop Huls. “We lost access to those when our
transmitters went down.”“I want locations on those, and if you have lexicons or translation
guides, I’d love ‘em.” Cullen typed on his wristcom to open an airsync connection. “I’ll take
whatever you have.” Then to Huls, “Trust me, this is part of my mission, but won’t impede on
yours.”Huls maintained his flat stare at Cullen, as though unconvinced. “You dying because you
were distracted by an Ancient text would impede our mission.”Ocia put a hand up as though to
separate them. To Huls, he said, “Cullen’s not just here because of his father. He and Torek have
tracked through the Ayn Mountains, have captured the most elusive criminals—”“J-Six,” Torek
interrupted. “Twice,” he said, with two fingers out for Huls to count.“Right.” Ocia patted a hand for
Torek to ease up. “Actually, those are in the area we’re going to.” Ocia checked with Huls. “The
two main aspects of your mission are: crossing the Jehu while keeping Ehli and Emmit safe, and
delivering a package we believe stolen. The ones who stole it knocked out transmitters, cutting
off our access to surveillance and research in that area.”Ocia snapped his fingers and nodded to
himself as he grew more excited. “I hadn’t thought of it because the top two tiers of the mission
had been my focus, but Lieutenant, I doubt you’d argue with the benefit of getting those
transmitters up, if for nothing else than to have eyes and ears in that area.” He typed quickly on a
keypad on the table. “There,” he said, smiling up at Cullen like a kid proud of his new toy. “I just
ordered some patches to download for the transmitters, and I do have some lexicons on our
database. If you upload these patches to the transmitters and follow some instructions to repair
whatever it is they’ve done to take them out… I doubt they blew them up. More likely they’ve
been short circuited by an overpulse. If you can do it quickly and safely, those transmitters
contain hard drive storage for texts our archeologists have found. Most aren’t translated, but
we’re working on it, and wouldn’t mind you retrieving those.”*Mission to locate and repair 5
transmitters and download the texts – Activated.**Task to upload patches and lexicons –
Activated.*Cullen smiled at the Cipher text. The doctor, like the room’s other occupants, had no
idea, but having the insider information gave him a sense of peace; it was as though Shephka
Himself were speaking to him, encouraging him to complete a mission that finally meant
something.“You think you can do that?” Ocia asked Cullen.“I—”“We can,” Cullen interrupted
Torek. His friend glared at him, like he had many times when Cullen bit off more than they could
chew, as Torek would say. He doubled-down his stare right back at Torek. “This is important. I
promise,” Cullen said, first to Torek, then to Huls and Ocia, “I’ll make it happen without losing the



goals of your mission’s two main tiers. Thank you.”Ocia took a moment to check with Huls, and
when the lieutenant consented with a brief nod, Ocia said, “Good. Ready for the sync
code?”“Yep.” Cullen opened the airsync cog in his wristcom directory with a thought. He typed in
the password Ocia told him, and within seconds an upload bar was displayed on his wristcom.
“Estimated time to completion: 30–40 seconds.”“As I alluded to, the train that crashed yesterday
—” Ocia pointed back to the map. “—was carrying equipment vital to the continuance of our
research.”Cullen studied the map, from the destruction of the northern rail line to the one
entering the jungle from the south, considering the likelihood of sabotage. “And you expect
company.”“We do. There’s risk, but we can’t afford to wait for our bodies to recover for another
pullspace jump to Fel Or’an.”Cullen didn’t like taking risks either. “What’s going on here that you
have terrorists? What are they upset about?”“The one who discovered the riddle that led us to
you,” Ocia said, “is Ehli’s husband.”Cullen didn’t understand why that was as heavy a statement
as Ocia’s expression implied. “Okay?”“We didn’t bring that up because we don’t want them to
know,” Ocia added. Again, Cullen didn’t understand. “They think he died six years ago when the
Osuna raided their home.”Ah, he thought. That would be big news. “So, what does that have to
do with terrorists? Are they Osuna friendlies?”“He made ‘em,” Huls said.Cullen didn’t get
it.“Rejects,” Huls added. “His ultras experiments gone wrong.”The two terms caught in Cullen’s
throat. He swallowed, sensing a narrow space to discuss the ultras without mentioning the
Cipher. “Ultras?”“Before the Osuna invaded his home on Deon,” Ocia said, “Schaefer was
connecting partials of texts from letters Cusaugh wrote while living at Fel Or’an. They speak of
ultras as a human evolution that will precede the unlocking of the Cipher. When the Osuna
invaded Deon, Schaefer faked his death to preserve his research, but couldn’t save his family.
He’s been working on creating ultras, here, ever since, in part to save his family but also to
unlock the Cipher and destroy the Osuna for good.”“If it works,” Huls butted in. “You can see from
that,” he indicated the map, “that it hasn’t, so far.”Cullen wondered if his Cipher’s quest meant
that it was working, or might Ehli and Emmit become “rejects” too. Is there anything I can do to
stop that?Ocia tapped off the screen. “He’s had setbacks. But we have reason to believe—” He
directed his gaze at Cullen. “—that he’s on the right track.”Cullen hoped so, but Huls’s near eye-
roll didn’t help. They don’t know about the Cipher. Maybe he is. Maybe Shephka is helping in
spite of his mistakes.Ocia tapped his earpiece. “Good. Yeah. We’re on our way.” He stood and
gathered his packs. “Emmit’s awake and doing better. They’ll meet us at the train. Oh, and
Schaefer would like to be the one to reveal the news to his wife and son, so until he does, this
information is just for those in this room.”Walking through the doorway, Cullen told Torek, “Think
you get credit for the early warning about tigers?”“Of course. My aim is to keep you
prepared.”Cullen snorted. “Yeah. That’s exactly how I feel.”His wristcom completed the
download.*Task to upload patches and lexicons – Complete.*100% text and translation required
to unlock the Cipher.+20 XP with bonus – guided mission to meet current quest needs with time
efficiency to complete all aspects.100/110 to Level 2.9Lieutenant Huls escorted Cullen, Torek,
and Nassib into the humid morning outdoors. Not far outside the exit, a three-car monorail train



hummed with the magnetism keeping it hovering over its tracks. Outside the rear car, Sprinkles,
the wolverine, lay watching them from inside a steel cage. A three-step stairway descended from
the open doorway of the middle car. Huls led them inside.A small blue leaf stuck out beside one
of the tracks under the train. Cullen diverted from the group and knelt down. The Cipher
enhanced his vision with a highlighted texture over the shape of the leaves, confirming his find.
He stuck his fingers in the dirt and uprooted the small plant.Item found: waver plant.“Cullen,
what’re you doing?” Torek asked from behind him.“I found one of the plants on our list.” He put it
in his vest pocket and rose, wiping his hand on his pants.Inside the train, Cullen admired the
quality of the interior. Polished wood and steel furnishings paired with action screens, and crisp
monitors showed views ranging from bird’s eye over the forest to well-lit hallways of buildings or
places he had yet to see. Through the open doorways between cars, he saw that the front car
had seats and equipment for drivers while the rear car had booths, tables, and amenities for
food and beverages.Huls motioned for them to take seats beside the action screens and
monitors. “Pull up the tutorial on local wildlife. There’s more there than we have time for you to
watch.”Cullen sat down and, tapping the screen, found the tutorial easily enough. He chose the
option to link the sound to his earpiece.Torek, sitting in the chair in front of him, rolled his eyes as
he rotated toward his screen. “I’m more interested in the maps. How much prep work do they
think we did on any of our other jobs?”“We’re not taking the same kind of chances you’re used
to,” Huls said.“Actually,” Torek said, “I don’t take chances. If I see an animal or a strange plant, I
just stay away. Everything is a threat. And this suit and the skills underneath keep me safe just
fine.”“You don’t study your bounties before you hunt?” Huls asked.“Too much research can tip
them off,” Torek said. “All we need to know is where they are. I’d rather study maps.” Torek turned
back to his screen and tapped a few prompt boxes.“Suit yourself,” Huls said, “but if a nora plant
cuts you, I’ll let your faithful compadre Cullen carry you.”“That’s what my suit’s for, but if it cuts my
face, then I’m sure Cullen’ll be a good compadre and hoist me over his back.”“That’s what
compadres are for.”A door in the rear car slid open to the sound of chatter and light footsteps on
the stairs. Adi and Emmit entered mid-discussion—about their ride on Sprinkles,
apparently.Their energy eased Cullen’s concern about Emmit’s health. Maybe just a reaction to
the pullspace. He turned to watch them leaning on the bars of Sprinkles’s cage. Ehli appeared
along with the cute female doctor who’d spoken to Emmit in the cafeteria.“How’s Emmit?” he
asked.Ehli shrugged, but smiled.“We’ll keep an eye on him, but for now he looks fine,” the doctor
said.Cullen took the waver plant out of his pocket and handed it to Ehli. “This is for you and
Emmit.”She took the plant and brushed off some dirt from the stem. When they locked eyes he
nodded, a silent message of trust. “My research says this will help.”“You found a waver plant,” the
doctor said, seeing the exchange. “How did you know to look for one of those? Yes,” she said to
Ehli. “We use that in many of our medicines. It’s one of Saemera’s rare treasures. Good find,” she
told Cullen.“How much?” Ehli checked with the doctor.“It won’t hurt to eat too much,” she
answered, “but it doesn’t take much to help if you’re feeling weak or not well.”Ocia walked out of
the facility with Jolnes and Nassib in tow, each carrying heavy-looking silver briefcases.Emmit



walked into the middle car, followed by Adi. Both stared wide-eyed at the action screens and the
high-tech setup. Emmit assessed it as if he’d been training for months and was finally getting a
taste of live action. He stepped up to one of the screens and tapped it on.“Not right now, my boy,”
Ocia said, lumbering into the car.Emmit blinked slightly and looked at Ocia.Ocia’s shoulders
relaxed and a small smile formed. “That’s my boy.”Ehli bit off a stalk of the plant and tore another
to hand to Emmit. “Captain Re found this for us.” She glanced up at Cullen with a smile.Emmit
checked with him. He nodded, hoping the boy would understand their offer as a Cipher-based
directive. Emmit gave the plant a look, then shrugged. “Okay,” he said, and stuffed it in his mouth.
His eyes widened in mock surprise. “Mmm.”*Task to provide nutrition to ultras – Complete.*+5
XP to group.Emmit’s mocking gladness turned genuine. “Thanks!”Nassib pushed a button to lift
and compact the stairs, then another to shut the door.Huls walked past Ocia into the front car
and sat down at the controls, facing away from the group.Cullen waited for some kind of change
in either Emmit or Ehli, but saw none as they chewed on the waver plant and got settled in their
seats.“We have a relatively short ride,” Ocia said. “If you’re hungry or thirsty, the rear car has
refreshments. Save your pack supplies for the hike.”“Tell me more about why we’re not resting,”
Ehli said.“Of course.” Ocia’s tone sounded like he’d expected the question. “This wasn’t what
we’d hoped for, but part of the reason we chose Captain Re to rescue you from Setuk was
because he’s from Vijil.”“V...” Ehli started, glancing in shock at Cullen. “The Rucien homeworld?
Really?”“Really.” Cullen liked being around people he could admit that to.“His father sent an
expedition to this planet,” Ocia continued. “He left a series of clues that led us to Captain Re
—”“Please, Cullen is fine,” Cullen told the group.“Very well. Cullen’s ship, the Talis was identified
from the clues. It appears we were to find Cullen and use his memories to take him back
home.”“His memories?” Ehli asked. “Isn’t that the highest law of colonists—that their memories
are wiped prior to departure? If you were caught…”“I know.” Cullen took a seat across the aisle
from her. “When I was seventeen, I was framed in the death of a schoolmate and given the
choice of life in prison, or exile. My parents chose exile.”In the front car, Huls pushed on a lever
and the train eased into acceleration.“Before my exile, Dad told me my memories would be left
intact. He’s a general—was the Star General when I left, at least—so I thought it paid to have
connections, I guess. I don’t know all of what Dad has planned. I didn’t know about this planet.
But he said that one day I’d find out why he protected my memories. Today might be that
day.”“But he’s not the only one here for a reason.” Ocia had taken a seat on the other side of the
car, facing them. “And I apologize for the confusion since your arrival here. This hike is not going
to be without risk, but the reward that waits on the other end is well worth it, I assure you.”“My
son just passed out, and despite Dr. Sara saying it’s just a mix of exhaustion and travel sickness,
I’m not so sure, and—”“First off,” Ocia said, “there is nothing wrong with any of you. In fact, you’re
all exceptional additions to our war against the Osuna.”Emmit casually glanced at Cullen. He
winked back without anyone noticing.“That sounds like fun, Mom.”***Ehli shook her head at her
son. War brought death. Her attention returned to Ocia. “Can you elaborate more on what you
mentioned earlier about fighting back? Now it’s a war?”Ocia nodded. “Yes. War. You’ve been a



prisoner of this war for six years. I didn’t wish for the Osuna to force me into medical slavery, for
them to take Mera and Sae, or for the difficult decision to flee captivity and risk their lives in my
escape. I didn’t wish for your home to be invaded, or all the nightmares and unjust treatment you
suffered on Setuk.” He glanced at Cullen. “Or for your father to exile you without telling you the
real reason, letting you think he’d abandoned you when, really, he was preparing you to be a vital
player in the victory of his people’s war.”Cullen looked ready to do just that.Ocia returned his
focus to Ehli. “Your arrival here is the climax of our treatments. You may be your generation’s
Salin ineofon.” “Beloved Mother” in Veltuk. The name was given in the scriptures to women who’d
helped lead the Rucien through major milestones and trials in their history.The use of the title
caused her head to wilt. Schaefer was more apt to use a word like that, but this feeling wasn’t
reverie… it felt more like a chemical reaction bubbling in her brain. She looked first at Cullen,
who watched her with concern, then to Dr. Sara.Dr. Sara knelt next to her and held her up. “It’s
okay,” she whispered. “It’s all right,” she said louder, stopping Emmit in his rush to help his
mother.“It’s okay.” Ocia stood and walked over to her. “I programed her neurochip to release a
new program at the mention of that phrase. I apologize for not being up-front from the start,
sweet Ehli, but your treatments were for more than just to cure your nightmares. What’s in here,”
he said, tapping her temple, “may end the genocide of your people, and the enslavement of
ours.”“But I’m not the only one,” she said, indicating her son.Ocia smiled acceptance. “No. Our
dear Emmit as well.”On a normal day, Ehli would have been more upset, but the Cipher had
appeared, and in that she sensed Shephka was sovereign over Ocia’s secrets. She wondered
how much was science and how much was Shephka’s blessing. “Why didn’t you tell us?”“I went
so slowly with your treatments, it was barely noticeable aside from some neurological firing
patterns. I always planned to tell you if the changes became noticeable.” He looked over at
Emmit. “I executed hundreds of simulations during your treatments prior to setting you up to ride
the wolverine. Once I knew you were ready, we planned the escape and hired these fine pilots to
get us.”In the lull, Adi blurted, “Why did you change my friend?”“Emmit is just as much your
friend today as he was yesterday,” Ocia answered. “Now you get to be friends who ride
wolverines.”Adi glanced toward the rear car, as though to make sure the wolverine wasn’t
coming to test the theory.“I’m fine, Adi.” Emmit reached and rubbed the boy’s head. “After that
plant, I feel really good, actually.” He smiled at Cullen in thanks.***Cullen wondered about what
Ocia was not telling them. How they would take the news of Schaefer being alive?“How is your
leg?” Dr. Sara asked Ehli.“It’s still sore.”Dr. Sara took a strap out of her backpack. “Stretch it
out.”As Dr. Sara worked, Cullen opened the videos stored on his wristcom. The sound played
into his earpiece as a virtual guide discussed the coastal city of Mera and the few thousand
inhabitants—mostly Esune or Rucien prisoners of war—who now lived there. A quick tutorial
played out about the plant and wildlife. Jehu Jungle didn’t seem unlike many other planets they’d
visited in search of bounties, except for the buried secret with a personal connection to him and
his past.His screen switched to a winding black snake circling up the dark trunk of a fat tree, its
dark scales blending in with the bark. The audio tour guide, with his smooth-toned voice, said,



“The hawk snake is the most dangerous of the venomous snakes in Saemera. When it bites, it
holds on, injecting a lethal dose of venom that takes less than a minute to kill its victims.” The
long snake’s scales transformed into a golden color as it passed through matching leaves on a
branch. “The only known natural remedy is the asilth plant. Apply its juice to the wound and
ingest as much as possible. If someone is with you, having them suck out the venom will
increase your chances of survival.” As the guide spoke, the shot zoomed in on a tiny brush plant
with hooked blue leaves that stuck out from a green stalk.“Do you think you’re ready?” a low
female voice said.He turned in his seat, but there was no one there. Ehli rested her head against
the cushion of her neuronet station, eyes closed. Ehli? he thought back.The voice laughed. It
didn’t sound like Ehli’s.Dr. Sara sat next to her, reading her tablet. She had looked up at Cullen’s
sudden turn. “You okay?”“Yeah.” He went back to his screen map. “Thought I heard
something.”“You did.”Again, the strange voice.Who is this?“You can call me Willo.”Was this part
of the Cipher? It hadn’t produced sound so far, only visuals, but that wasn’t to say it couldn’t. He
glanced around again. How are you doing this? Cullen didn’t know if this was how insanity
started. Sudden, and completely convincing.“I’m the girl with answers, if you want them.”Cullen
thought of the rejects Huls had mentioned. Are you a reject?“I don’t appreciate the term, but yes,
we are what your new friends call rejects. We may have been cast off, but we’re far from
worthless. You’ll see soon enough.”How’re you speaking in my mind?“That’s the part of the
experiment Schaefer’s so proud of. We’re the failed part he wishes he could bury.”What does
that mean? What experiment?“Telepathy.”Cullen laughed. It came out more like a
squawk.“Something funny?” Torek asked.Cullen shook him off. He looked at Ehli and Emmit.
Could they do the same?“Maybe. Be careful... there’s a price for our ability. We’re kind of
unpredictable.”Why is she telling me this? Then he realized she’d probably heard that, and that
terrified him—the invasion of his natural mental barriers, removing protection of even his
thoughts. What else could someone with that ability do? He picked at the skin by his fingernails
and scanned the thick jungle outside his window.“I’m telling you because it’s the truth; and
because I believe I’m the only one to tell you.”“Something wrong?” Torek asked.Cullen sat up
and let go of his hands. Torek knew his nervous habit and had caught him.Dr. Sara was watching
too.Cullen studied his friend. Why would she say that? Did Torek lie to me? Is he lying still?“He
is.”About what?“They need you, but he knows far more about Ocia and Schaefer’s plans than
he’s told you.”“What’s going on, Cul?” Torek asked.“They already know. Telling him won’t stop
your mission. I have to g-g-go. S-s-s-see…you soon.”Wow. What was that?“Captain.” Torek stood
as the train slowed.“Nothing.” Cullen scratched a sudden itch on his cheek. “Just scoping out our
terrain.” He turned his wrist to see their map. The train had entered the eighty-kilometer-diameter
deadzone of jungle and mountains.You have entered the Reject Jungle Dungeon.*Mission to
escape the Reject Jungle Dungeon – Activated.*10Willo.Emmit looked up from the math
problem on his holo, thinking someone had spoken from the doorway to the rear car. No one
stood there.“What?” Adi asked, sitting on the other side of the booth they’d taken after Ocia had
shown them where to get snacks and drinks.Willo.... The word entered Emmit’s mind as clearly



as Adi’s, but without invite or a trace of where it’d come from. It reminded him of the thoughts
he’d heard in the cafeteria not long before he’d passed out.“Something wrong?” Adi
asked.Emmit shook his head. “No. I just thought of something.”Behind Adi, fat green branches
smacked the windows like wet clothes splatting on the ground. Ocia had warned them that their
progress into Jehu Jungle would be slow as the train cut its path through the newly grown
vegetation. He returned to his math, hoping it would calm his mind and push away the fear the
word the spoken “Willo” had evoked.“Hey, Em.” Ocia appeared in the doorway from the middle
car.“Yeah?”“Just came back to see how you’re doing. Working on Coda?” Ocia asked, glancing
down at the hologram.“Yeah,” Emmit said. “The new level you made is harder, but I’m figuring it
out.”“Will I get to work on that stuff too?” Adi asked, and looked bashful when Ocia turned to
him.“We’ll see.”Ocia crossed the room to sit at one of the chairs at Emmit’s table. He checked
the holo and the upward-pointing vertex shown on the chart. Above it was a question about the
parabola of the functions f(x) and g(x). Below were multiple choice answers.“What’dya think?”
Ocia asked.“Well,” Emmit said, focusing back on the algebra problem, “the slope....”“I mean, all
this,” Ocia said, raising his hands at the world around them. “And that,” he said, pointing at the
hologram. “We’re finally able to progress with your training without having to hide in my lab. I
expect an opening of the floodgates beyond what I’ve already seen from you.”Adi watched them
with a jealousy that strained their friendship.Emmit looked back to Ocia, holding thoughts of
Willo and how not to lose his best friend in this opening-of-the-floodgates opportunity. For now,
he’d play along. “Yes, I’m very excited.” He waited, smile firmly in place as Ocia studied him,
perhaps waiting for him to dissemble. Emmit decided a little truth might help hide the truth he
needed to keep secret. “Why couldn’t you tell us about this?”He included Adi with a look, inviting
him into the conversation no amount of whispering could hide.“It wasn’t safe,” Ocia addressed
both boys. “I didn’t know until a week ago that we had to get you out. That we could get you out.
Would you have really liked to know, for years, that there was a distant, but uncertain, chance I
could set you free? What if you’d slipped and one of the other guards found out? We were
operating under a thin disguise, sneaking you and your mother in for the appointments. The
Osuna have interrogation tactics that—not to frighten you unnecessarily—would have broken
any amount of will you’d have had to not reveal our secrets.” To Adi, he added, “I would have
loved to have included you in everything I’ve done for Emmit, but the truth is, he and his mother
are different, and the surgery to implant a neuronet chip would have been too risky, not only to
do by myself, but also in the recovery. The chance that a guard would have noticed was too
great.”Adi nodded, and Emmit did too when Ocia’s gaze returned on him. It made sense.
Except.... “What makes me and Mom so special?”Ocia smiled. His gaze held a world of
information that he seemed glad to keep within. He slowly shook his head. “I’m sorry, Em. That
secret isn’t for me to ruin.”“Then who?” Emmit asked.“Neither is that.” Ocia set his hands on his
lap and pushed up to stand. “We’re almost at the end of the rail. Time to get dressed and boots
strapped. Don’t worry. When you get your answers, it will all make sense—including the
timing.”After Ocia had returned to the middle car, Adi and Emmit shared a look of hope and



wonder. “Who do you think we’re going to meet?” Adi asked.Emmit’s mind went to the jerk in the
milk line who’d thought, “He has the same eyes.” The possibilities behind that thought broke
apart under logic and scrutiny. Same eyes as who? couldn’t find its home where Emmit wanted
in his dream of dreams—of his father being alive. “I don’t know.” He reached for the h-stick and
set his thumb into the groove to turn it off. Instead of the screen shrinking back into the tiny hole,
it flashed, and a series of Veltuk letters appeared.“Welcome, Son.”Emmit’s head filled with the
weight of an introduction he couldn’t bear. Son? “What?” he asked out loud.Adi pushed out from
the table to come over. “What are you looking at?”Adi couldn’t read Veltuk, so Emmit wasn’t too
concerned about him seeing the words on the screen. He only knew how because his dad had
taught him. The language of the Ancients was also the language of their home and schooling.
Could it be him?He didn’t want Adi to see, so he pushed the h-stick button again and this time
the screen disappeared.“Hey,” Adi said. “Why’d you do that?”Emmit sat back and shrugged. “I
didn’t.”“Yes you did. I saw your thumb move.”“I mean, I....” Emmit couldn’t think of a lie.“You two
ready back there?” Ocia called from the middle car.When Emmit didn’t reply, Adi let out a
steaming breath and moved for his pack in the other booth. He dropped the heavy pack on the
table and ripped open the zipper.Emmit reached down for his pack and peeled it open to find
compacted, air-sealed plastic bags inside. Two, labeled “Jacket” and “Pants” respectively, lay
near the top. When he depressed the button on top, the trapped air escaped in a hiss. The
muddy green material expanded out through the new holes in the top, and he pulled them out
like tissues.Adi zipped up his jacket and stole a glance at Emmit, then shook his pants out and
stepped inside. “I wish you would talk to me.”Emmit paused with one arm inside his jacket, then
fitted his other arm through the other side and zipped up. The thin plastic was the same as the
guards on Setuk wore. It could be programed to be warm or cool manually—or be set to the
wearer’s body temperature—while also being both breathable and waterproof. As it ran over his
sleeveless arms it felt cool to the touch, which was nice considering it was a little warm in the
train. Adi’s comment nagged to be answered, but he didn’t know if it was safe or allowable to
discuss what his dad had written... if it was Dad. The violent memory of the explosion that had
killed him sent a cruel feeling of waste under his skin.Adi sat and strapped his boots tight.
“Whatever Ocia’s done to you, I hate it. You’re acting like a jerk.”Emmit shook out his pants and
pulled them up one leg at a time.“I thought you two were done fighting,” his mom said as she
stepped into their car. “Why’s he calling you a jerk, Em?”Adi looked at Emmit, as though offering
Emmit two seconds to come clean before he spat his thoughts.His mom looked at Adi. “What’s
going on? What’d he do?”Ocia walked in. “Are they ready? Emmit, come on. Get your boots on.
Our approach will attract attention we don’t want, so as soon as we stop, we’re out and running
for cover. This is not a drill. Jolnes and Nassib will go with you.” He picked up Emmit’s pack and
zipped it shut while Emmit slipped on a boot. “And whatever’s going on between you two, resolve
it right now. Once we’re outside, we work together or we die.”His mom gasped. “What are you
—?”“Ehli. Darling. I can’t shelter you or the kids any longer. We’re going to fight for you, but we
can’t stop the fight from coming. Part of the reason it took this long was preparing you for it.”“But



what if he’s not ready?”“He will be.” He turned to Emmit. “We’re getting off this train in twenty
seconds and you need to get your wolverine.” To Emmit’s mom, he said, “He’s got a wolverine.
He’ll be fine. Unless he doesn’t follow my every command.” He smiled at Emmit. “But he’s a
smart boy, so he’ll be fine.”My wolverine. His heart beat quicker at the thought of riding his
wolverine into the jungle. He strapped his second boot tight and stood. “Ready,” he said, fighting
to calm the windstorm of nervousness coursing through him.“Good.” Ocia handed Emmit his
pack, then brushed past Ehli. “Let’s go.”Emmit palmed the h-stick and put it in his pocket.His
mom stopped Adi from leaving with Ocia. “I’m not happy with these circumstances, but he’s not
kidding, so whatever’s cross between you two will be uncrossed right now. Five....”“If I could, I
would,” Emmit said. “When I can, I will.” If you love me as friend, you’ll need to trust me to come
clean when I can.Adi chewed on that for a second. “If you don’t, I won’t.” And he meant it. Adi’s
frame wasn’t as thick as Emmit’s, but he had a fire that in that moment dared not be
tested.Emmit stuck out his fist.Adi thumped it with his own.“Okay...” his mom said. “That was
weird, but whatever. You two stick together and stick with me.”“You’re at my side, Ehli,” Ocia said
from the middle car.Nassib stepped into the doorway, a levitor rifle clipped to his battle vest.
Jolnes clicked something near the trigger of his rifle and examined the barrel sight.“Nassib and
Jolnes, not to mention the wolverine, will be good cover for the kids,” Ocia added. “We’re
spreading out, and will meet up not far from here.”Jolnes motioned for Emmit and Adi to follow
him to the door of the rear car.“You be careful,” his mom said before pecking his head with a kiss
and exiting to the middle car.Be careful, Emmit thought, fearing the irony of her words as he
walked toward his caged wolverine.You have entered the Reject Jungle Dungeon.*Mission to
escape the Reject Jungle Dungeon – Activated.*The notification appeared with a weight on his
soul he imagined would come with the news of a deceased friend. Dungeon? He hoped his
wolverine, and whatever it meant to be an ultra, would protect him. How am I supposed to
escape?The message faded, and in its place were the following words:Mission objectives:
Survive and protect your party, priority on your mother and Captain Re.Who said
“Welcome?”This time, it gave no response. Emmit was scared enough to turn into a stone
statue.11Ehli kissed her son’s head, brought Adi in for the same, then left them to Jolnes,
Nassib, and Sprinkles’s protection. She walked into the middle car, shaking her head at where
her life had gone since the Osuna killed her husband and whisked her and her son into captivity.
Emmit should be excelling at school and learning to glide with his father. Instead, they were on
some mad mission through a god-forsaken jungle.God-forsaken, she thought. But Shephka
hasn’t. We are ultras. She shrugged. She didn’t understand what that meant, and hoped she’d
figure it out soon—before they met the life or death situation Ocia had alluded to.You have
entered the Reject Jungle Dungeon.*Mission to escape the Reject Jungle Dungeon –
Activated.*Mission objectives: protect son and Captain Re through to the other side.Cipher
stats, she thought.Ehli Orson, Level 1 Ultra. XP 40/130.That was it. Aside from a pack of hiking
supplies and the new clothes she wore, all she knew was: XP 40, and 90 to the next level.
Shephka, please show me what this is and how to use it.The floor shook and there was a faint



squeal as the magnets locked pad to rail to slow the train. Through the front car windshield, she
saw the cluster of massive fallen trees and thick-rooted vines. No speed she could imagine
would send their train through that without a massive crash. The train stopped close enough for
her to watch a small family of bright green lizards scamper over one of the fallen trees and
disappear on the other side. The spectrum and vibrancy of colors in the native flora stole
seconds in observation—so different from Setuk.And, as she’d seen on Setuk, the wonders and
powers of nature could steal life just as easily.Ocia led the way to the door and paused to face
the group. “Huls will chart our course, but Cullen and Torek have maps too if we get separated.
Do your best not to. Follow right behind him as close as you can. I’ll bring up the rear,” he said to
Ehli, and let Huls take up a position at the door.“How’s your leg?” Sara asked.It felt as normal as
the other. She curled her foot up to stretch her hamstring. “Good.”“You ready back there?” Ocia
called out toward the back car.“Yep,” Nassib responded.Ocia nodded at Huls, who punched the
button beside the door frame. The door slid open, exposing a jungle close enough to jump into,
with fanned-out leaves and trees so tightly packed Ehli didn’t see any way in without force.
Ultimately, they were blind to whatever lay on the other side of that green barrier.“Go.” Huls leapt
off the landing and threw an arm up at one of the branches, snapping it at its base and opening a
path into the darkness of the jungle. Sara jumped out next. Then Torek, with Cullen and herself
close behind. Ehli landed on the soft earth and charged in before a branch could snap back from
Cullen’s outstretched hand. Her feet moved more quickly than she felt able, but with no other
choice, she cut between exposed tree roots and over small bushes and fallen branches. The air
smelled sweet, wet, and unlike the dungeon she’d known the last six years.Something
whooshed past her. The wolverine, with Emmit and Adi clinging on. Into the leaves they
disappeared. A branch caught her in the throat. She stopped to duck under it. Where’d they go?
Someone placed a hand on her back. She jumped. Cullen raised his hand, lowered it to put a
finger to his lips. He cleared a small path with the end of his rifle, stretching a web full of large
black spiders.She used a stick to wedge it to leaves above, then ducked through behind him. He
took her hand and pulled her up to a quicker pace. Already she’d lost everyone else in the dense
jungle. As they went deeper, they were surrounded by a strange chorus of bird and insect calls.
Branches broke and footsteps pounded beyond their tightly knit path. She spotted Ocia behind
them through a narrow space between trees. The gradient sloped away from the train, causing
her to build speed over dexterity. Her foot landed in a slick patch of grass and she nearly slid into
a bush. Cullen’s grip tightened as he yanked her back.An angry growl ripped from the trees
close by. Ehli shifted to defend. A mix of black and white collided like the meeting of metal teeth
spinning in from opposite directions right before the screech of impact. The black overtook the
white and wrapped both into the foliage from where the white had risen.Sprinkles?Cullen’s grip
returned and pulled her behind him. He lifted his rifle and studied the rustling branches where
the two beasts had disappeared.Torek had his rifle ready, guarding Ehli from the rear.“Where’s
Emmit?” She didn’t mean to whisper, but that was all the strength she had.“We’ll find him,” Torek
said.The deep greens and closely folded branches made distance scanning impossible. A



branch jostled, low enough that the bushes hid the cause of the movement—yet the bushes
didn’t move.Huls took long strides back up to their position. “What happened?”“The boy’s
wolverine saved us,” Torek said. “Took one of those white tigers into the bush.”Growls ripped and
snarled, and seemed evenly matched. She hoped her son’s wolverine would make it back
alive.“More will come, if they aren’t here already,” Sara said, already moving forward.Huls
stretched his neck to see before joining her. “Let’s go.”Ehli searched the angles cutting into the
forest and the rows of tightly cropped trees. No sign of Emmit. Only two or three shakings of
leaves on branches—shaking not caused by either her son or Adi, she was sure. “I can’t leave
him here. We should stay and fight. At least until we know Emmit and Adi are safe.”“Jolnes and
Nassib are taking care of that.” Huls started his trek back down the gradient of black soil and
worn-out grass. Torek followed, and Cullen motioned with his rifle for her to go next.“How?” Ehli
asked.“By moving,” Huls said. “Like we should.”A hollow snapping, like bone through muscle,
echoed out of the bushes behind them, along with the dying whimper of one of the
beasts.“Move, now,” Ocia said.His and Huls’s pace bumped back up to the kind of sprint
nightmares require, and gave her the sense they were losing ground. The ground leveled out
and their path cut to the left. Ocia disappeared into the jungle, followed by Torek and Huls.
Cullen lifted his rifle sideways to help slow the branches from slapping Ehli as they swung
back.A blue bulb as bright as sunlight blazed past her. Cullen gasped and spun his rifle at the
elevated position of their attacker. “Taking fire,” he shouted to Torek. He waved Ehli behind him
as he took up a position behind a bush and scanned the jungle ahead.Another blue bulb rose
beneath the cover of thick bush branches, lighting the foliage. Ehli stepped out from behind
Cullen to get a better view. The shape of a tiger hid like a shadow within its glow. The
shimmering blue across its body concentrated in a crackle of angry light at the end of its tail.
What is that?Cullen, Torek, and Huls locked onto the glowing tiger.You won’t hurt us! Ehli
thought, but her command felt like a pebble cast into driving rain, falling far short of her target.
Four more blue bulbs lit the area with a glow that blinded, hiding their location. She stared in
spite of the pain from the light, thinking, I will find you. An idea came to mind, and she stepped
away from Cullen’s protection.“I’m right here!” she shouted.The light sources concentrated to
bulbs glowing atop arched tails. Something connected in her mind as she felt the glowing tigers
lining up their shots to fire at her. Bring it, she thought. A sensation of pride at her acceptance of
the challenge tingled across her scalp. She snapped the power into the tiger’s minds like a
sprung trap.Skill learned: Pathing.+5 XP.The bulbs whipped forward in a uniform attack. Before
they released, she grunted and swept her hands out. The four balls of glowing fire flew toward
her.***Emmit’s stomach leapt and floated as Sprinkles jumped from the train and into the jungle
with the snap-quick urgency of a fired bullet. Adi’s grip on Emmit’s gut squeezed out the
remainder of his breath. They were five or six strides into the jungle before Emmit could tap Adi’s
hand and say, “Can’t breathe.”His mom ran behind Torek a few meters to his left, their path
carving a narrow passage between trees, just as Sprinkles’s path did.A bush blade smacked his
ear. He ducked his face against the musty fur on Sprinkles’s neck. The beast’s growling rumbled



through its head. I’m glad you’re on my side.As they soared through the underbrush, he smelled
something musty—like Sprinkles, but lighter, sweeter. It clearly pricked Sprinkles’s nerves to
alert status and slowed his steps. He stopped beside the cover of an old tree and dipped
forward.Emmit tapped Adi’s leg. “We need to get off.” He had barely placed one foot on the
ground before Sprinkles took off and ripped through the roots of thin bushes.“Where’s he
going?” Adi asked, crouched behind Emmit, one hand on the tree for balance.“Hunting.”“Hunting
what?”Emmit shook his head. You don’t want to know. A strange connection to Sprinkles tied him
to the need to hunt and a desire that he stay put. Something else strange pulled on his thoughts.
Something... like a memory—a memory of this exact side of the ravine, this view over the dirty
river, and the trees like tent poles that rose up from the muddy darkness of its gentle current.On
the far side of the ravine, just as the hill rose to a steep incline, moss covered a patch of eroded
soil, exposing tree roots. The moss hid a hole. And inside that hole was their escape. The prey
Sprinkles had left them to chase down was more than he could handle without risk of failure, and
he’d be okay if Emmit found a more secure hiding place.How can I know this? I’ve never been
before, have I?Emmit had no idea anymore. The foundation of self in his memories was now a
shifting illusion he couldn’t trust, as though the ground behind him were crumbling into an abyss
and if he didn’t run, he’d fall with it.He snapped his fingers and pointed Adi down the hill, then
took his first step away from the stealthy pursuit of madness.Maybe into madness was a better
descriptor. Either way, with each step Emmit felt like he had no choice, and was far from the
clarity and safety he had longed for so fervently since his father died.***Ehli’s commitment to
shooting her hands up left her in the open as the blue bulbs of light zipped at her. As they
neared, they spread out before exploding two meters from her head. She ducked and covered
her ears as tufts of dirt and bits of tree sprayed her face.Cullen and Torek dove for cover. After
the shots dispersed, they rose and opened fire. Brush and branches wilted under the blue lasers
beaming from their rifles. The tigers scattered, their blue auras fading as they disappeared into
the parting, shredding underbrush.Ehli rose to stand, nerves rippling down her neck and into her
chest. Her hands shook as she replayed the second between the blue bulbs firing and not killing
her. She remembered feeling the power source as the tigers raised their tails. She had fed off the
power, and as they shot the bulbs at her, she’d shouted as though hers was greater. Her survival
had required it.As the shots had flown toward her, they’d veered off-target, disrupted at the point
of firing because she’d entered the tigers’ minds and distracted them.Cullen stopped shooting,
then Torek too. The jungle reeked of the bitter gas from the levitor rifles.Victory! – Encounter with
mara tigers x4 – 1 kill, 3 dispersed.+10 XP to Cullen – kill shot.+5 XP to Ehli – deflected mara
shots.Cullen gained a level! Now Level 2 Bounty Hunter. XP 5/130.“What were those things?”
Ehli asked.“Maras,” Cullen told her. “Native tigers with EMP powers.”“Let’s go,” Huls said,
interrupting Cullen with a hand swipe to their right.“Crap.” Cullen tapped his wristcom. “My
wristcom’s busted. I hit it—”“You’re kidding,” Torek said.Huls took a flat circle device out of his
vest and held it over his own wristcom. “This compass will direct you to Fel Or’an and has
markers for the transmitters, but stay close anyway.” Huls tossed the compass to Cullen. “Keep



that safe. Let’s go.”They bolted, forcing Ehli to run. Her heart already thumped hard from the
cross-fire and the energy exerted to affect the mara shots. EMP powers? An ultra skill had
diverted them?She pushed between branches and took sharp turns at a pace meant for soldiers
with knowledge of the terrain. She struggled to keep track of their direction.Her foot slipped on a
decline in the ground. She set her hand on the rough bark of a tree to stop herself.“You did
well.”She yanked her hand off the tree and jumped back as if it had spoken.“I got ya,” Cullen
said, and wrapped an arm around her waist before pushing her on down a gradient lined by tree
roots and black mud. “We have to keep moving.”Ehli wanted to believe he had said she’d done
well, but she knew it hadn’t been him. The voice was too intimate to have been spoken out loud.
The words moved her as if born from within.Is this what Ocia meant about using my mind?They
cut a path parallel to the river, close enough to smell the mud and moss—close enough for her
to dive in if needed.Something splashed in the river a ways behind her. She turned to see Emmit
wade into the river before setting out to swim across, more than fifty meters upriver. As she
watched, Adi jumped in to join him.Cullen turned to look. He pointed. “Emmit.”“Emmit!” Ehli
shouted.Emmit slowed his stroke and looked around, searching for her.She waved, ducking so
he could see her better under the branch hanging out over the river.He spotted her and waved
back. Then, kicking against the current, he pointed up at the bank on the other side. He drifted
down river and returned to his strokes as Adi followed with frantic strokes.“Ocia, where are you?”
Huls said. “Does anyone else have a signal?”“Where’s Nassib?” Ehli turned to see Huls
scanning the jungle behind them.“Nassib?” Huls asked, and she suspected the question was for
his mic.“I’m going for my son.” Ehli dove into the water before Cullen could stop her.12The river’s
warm surface broke as Ehli descended into its depths. She squinted into the darkness and
cringed against the grains that scratched under her eyelids. She kicked and dragged a hand into
the current. A flash of violet, and the blindness vanished. She found herself in a quiet room,
seated at a table.Steam rose from a porcelain mug within reach of her hand. The aroma of
cocoa and coffee wafted up from inside. She hadn’t smelled something that good in years.
Neither had she worn anything so nice, she thought, as her eyes fell to the pearl white blouse
she wore. On one wrist she wore a gold comm—like one she’d seen on a commissioner who’d
visited the prison on Setuk.Hers was the only table in the small office. In the hall outside, a man
walked by. He wore a white coat that had a spatter of blood near his side pocket. He didn’t look
up from his tablet as he passed her doorway. Worry and scorn held his gaze to the
screen.Where am I? Her heartbeat raced in panic, but she couldn’t trace why.Ehli slid her thumb
and finger over the mug’s warm surface. Shouldn’t her hands be wet? They were dry as
sunbaked sand.A woman entered, also dressed in an open white coat. This one too had a
spatter of blood—worse than the man’s. It sprayed up both sides, and darkened her velvet-toned
undershirt. She offered a smile when Ehli met her gaze. Tired, yet relieved. “Mrs. Orson. Thank
you for waiting.”Mrs.? No one called her that anymore. What is this place? She strained against
the absent memory of how she’d arrived. When she’d arrived. “Who are you?”The woman, pretty
and fit, with soft skin undamaged by years exposed to Setuk’s sand and wind, sat down in the



chair across from Ehli. She pinched her fingers and retracted a glowing red line that she set on
the table between them. From its base rose a picture of Schaefer. He was still clean shaved. His
glasses were wire thin but styled differently, and his close-cut black hair had a more noticeable
hint of gray on the sides.“He’s here,” the woman said.“What?”“He’s been here all along.” She
snapped the two dots together, erasing the image from between them. “I didn’t know about you
until about a week ago.” She rose and put the tiny image device on her wristcom. “If I had, I
would have tried harder not to fall in love with him.”Fall in love? Ehli wondered. What did she
mean?The woman slowly shook her head. A haunting empathy colored her gaze as it rested on
Ehli. “Don’t let him trick you... or your son. He only cares about himself.” She extended her hand,
palm up, for Ehli to take.Ehli did, and as they met, reality spun and she found herself immersed
in water and darkness. Her outstretched hand, which a blink before had been dry and about to
squeeze the strange woman’s hand, gripped the slimy curve of an underwater root. Her lungs
burned for air. She tugged on the root and pulled herself closer to the bank. She lifted her head
out of the water. The trickle of resettled water and flowing current met her ears. She propped her
feet on the bank and turned toward the splashing behind her.Cullen swam for her
position.Where was I? What was that?Torek and Huls ran along the river’s edge, glancing over
now and then to keep an eye on her and Cullen. Not too far down was a fallen tree, half
submerged, which they could use to cross.Ehli wiped her face on her shoulder, then searched
for another root above her. She found one, tested its hold, and used it to climb onto the bank.
She slid on her stomach and swung her legs up to ground.Emmit and Adi were gone, hidden by
the trees and underbrush skirting the riverbank. She’d wait until Cullen reached her side, then
run after them.But what was with the dream she’d had in the water? Hello?Is this from you,
Ocia? she thought, wondering if he was watching her from the woods, if this was something left
in her neurostorage from her treatments. If so, why? “Your arrival is the climax of our treatments,”
Ocia had said.Had the tigers turned tail or were they watching too, observing the strange woman
who’d deflected their shots with a concerted thought? Was the dream, or hallucination, part of
being an ultra?Cullen stroked forward to grab hold of a root, then pulled himself out of the river.
Water sluiced over his suit and rifle and back into the river. His eyes were all business, and
locked to a pinprick on possible threats around them. He wiped water from his face. “You
okay?”Ehli didn’t know which thought to tie to his question. Physically... maybe. Mentally? Syk’s
no. She decided on, “Help me get my son.”“Of course.” He reached out to help her up. “I’m here
to help you too, when you ask.”She took just enough of his help to stand, then let go and jogged
onto the first path she found between the trees. His offer of help threatened to invade past the
wall she had built over the years. She left him in the murmur of their steps swishing through
plants and snapping tiny branches in their way.By the time they arrived at where she thought
Emmit had been—the tree-stacked terrain and its full skirt of lively greens all looked the same—
he was gone without a trace. It was just the two of them. No sound of brushing leaves or
footsteps to indicate anyone was behind Cullen, or nearby, even. Only insects and birds. And
more insects and birds.Cullen had his rifle back out and searched the trees around them. His



stare hung on details that made her question if his mind was elsewhere.She wanted to say, you
don’t know the half of it. In their brief time together, he had not shown this side. He’d seemed
vulnerable. Sure, the maras had almost killed them, and who knew where they were now, but this
seemed rooted in something more. “Are you okay?” she asked him.He glanced back at her,
seemed to think for a second, then looked her in the eyes again, searching. “Have you met Willo
yet?”“Willo? Who’s that?” Her mind flashed back to the hallucination she’d had in the water. Was
that Willo?“You have, haven’t you?” Cullen glanced behind her and around, then back. “What did
she tell you?”Ehli didn’t answer. She just looked off into the jungle.“She spoke to me too.” Cullen
swatted a bug from his ear. “In the train.”***Ehli was still enough for him to question if she was
breathing. She didn’t ask how Willo had spoken to him. What did Willo say to her? he thought.
“Ocia hinted about what’s going on here, but she seems willing to tell the whole truth,” he
continued.“About what?”“His experiments.” He was tempted to say who was really behind them,
but held it in. “On more than just you and your son. Willo is like you.”“Like an ultra?”“Maybe. But
she… her power seems to be telepathy.” He thought back to how she’d just stood there when the
maras had charged and shot their tail bulbs at her, how the shots had twisted wide and she’d
been unharmed.“Telepathy?” Ehli shook her head and looked away. “I… in the water. But that.”
She shook her head again. “It’s different to what I did with the maras. The Cipher said I learned a
skill called pathing. It was like connecting with the maras’ minds and disrupting them enough to
miss me.”Can you read my mind too? he thought.She stared back at him. “Are you trying to tell
me something?”He shrugged. “I was. I don’t know. She spoke to me. My earpiece was in, but it
was clearer than that. Clearer than if she were right here.” He pointed a finger between his eyes.
“She said the man we’re going to see at Fel Or’an....” Cullen paused, remembering Ocia’s
request that Schaefer tell her. He’s her husband. He deserves to be the one to tell her, but what if
she needs to know now?“He doesn’t deserve the right to tell her,” Willo ‘pathed.“What?” Ehli
asked. “What man?”Cullen took a breath. “Willo is almost certainly not lying about being a
telepath. But I don’t know if that’s the only truth she told me. And I don’t know if spreading
potential lies will do you and I more harm than good.”“Cullen.” She gripped his wrist. “I’m tired of
all the secrets. The last six years in prison, I’ve been told nothing except what Ocia told me,
which, considering our circumstance, feels like very little. Share what you know and let’s work
together to figure out what is truth from lie. We’re the only ones who know about the Cipher. We
have to work together.”He considered the risk and reward, and decided that an ally he could
bounce ideas off would be an invaluable boost to their survival. “Okay, but this might be a little
harder to believe than telepathy.”Ehli chuckled. “Try me.”Cullen prepared himself. “Your husband.”
She didn’t blink. “I think he’s alive.”She inhaled a deep breath as anger and tears welled in her
eyes. “Willo told you this?”“No. She never mentioned his name.”“Then who?”“Ocia. He... before
we left. He told me not to tell you.”She kept shaking her head. “No. That’s impossible. Why would
that even come up?”“He’s the one running the experiments at Fel Or’an, where we’re going.” Her
face puckered harder in anger. “He told me not to tell you or Emmit, and it sounded like this was
meant to be a good surprise. But Willo warned me that maybe we can’t trust him, so I thought I



should bring it up.”Ehli shook her head. “No. He can’t be alive. I saw the explosion. Took eight
months to grow my eyebrows back. My hearing has never been the same.” Her words ran
together, nearly too quick to decipher. If he was alive, could she trust him? His head spun at the
thought.“Easy,” he said, hoping to calm her down.“How can I?” She took a breath. “If he’s alive,
either he or someone else crafted quite the trick—one that has caused...” She growled and
turned to rip a stalk from a plant. “Emmit and I have suffered.” She turned back, the thin branch
gripped in her fist. “If this is true, Ocia knew and didn’t tell us... because he wanted to surprise us
with Schaefer telling us in person?”“It didn’t sound like Ocia was lying. But Willo said not to trust
them. I’m not sure who to believe.”She bent over and rested her elbows on her knees, chest
heaving as though she was about to vomit.Cullen slid to her side and helped her keep her
balance. “You’re not in this alone.” He searched the jungle along the riverbank. Where were Torek
and Huls? Did they give up on us? Nassib and Jolnes weren’t across the river either. Everyone
was gone, and he started to wonder if it might be on purpose. Ocia needs my memories to get to
Vijil. He wouldn’t let me die in here, would he?“Thank you,” Ehli spat into the grass, then wiped
her mouth as she rose back to standing.“Schaefer and Ocia want one of us to pull your
memories, making you expendable,” Willo ‘pathed.Is that true? he thought.“It is. But I’d rather get
your help willingly, since I wouldn’t piss on either of them if they were engulfed in flames.”“Is she
talking to you right now?” Ehli asked.“Yeah,” he said, glancing to his side for a route from their
position. They shouldn’t stay in one place for too long, in case any maras were onto them. His
earpiece had lost its signal after the mara attack, so he couldn’t comm Torek and see where they
were. He took it out and tossed the broken tech on the ground. “We should keep moving. Are you
okay?”She nodded. He checked his compass and found a nearby transmitter. “The Cipher gave
me a mission to repair transmitters so I could get the texts from the Ancients.” He waved her on.
“I see one this way. Maybe Emmit and Adi also went this way.”“What’d she say?” Ehli asked.The
gradient incline got his heart beating again. “That they want her, you, or Emmit to pull my
memories of Vijil. Then I wouldn’t be needed for the pullspace back. It doesn’t sound right, so I
doubt she’s telling the truth, but we know they can hold secrets, so it’s at least a curious
accusation.”Ehli caught a branch that swung back, blocking it from hitting her face. “And if Willo’s
telling the truth, then it sounds like they might not be interested in keeping you involved?”“Yeah.
If she’s telling the truth.”“Since she’s spoken to you, have you... have you day-dreamed of being
elsewhere?”“Elsewhere?” He grabbed a tree to help make a long stride over a slick incline, then
reached back to help Ehli up. “What do you mean?”“You asked if Willo’s spoken to me. When I
was swimming across the river, I went somewhere else. Like, far more real than a daydream, but
I don’t know what else to call it. There was a woman who showed me a picture of Schaefer. Said
he hadn’t told her about me, and that if he had done so, she would’ve tried not to fall in love...
then warned me not to let him trick us, that he only cares for himself. She said he’s here, so I
guess I already kind of knew.”The terrain leveled out, but the undergrowth continued to prevent
visibility beyond a few meters. The transmitter was close by. Insects hummed a vibrating drone,
and birds squawked and chirped their incessant calls. If maras were on their trail, he didn’t hear



or see them. He located the transmitter, but stopped when he spotted a long snake wrapped
around its pole. The video on the train had identified it as a hawk snake, the most lethal on the
planet. And he assumed the transmitter was inside the box beneath it. Jolly.“That’s a hawk
snake. Ocia’s video said its venom can kill in less than a minute. I could shoot it, but maybe you
could use your pathing on it to gain some XP?”His level-up to Level 2 Bounty Hunter had come
with a bonus ability to be used within thirty minutes: his choice of either increased hearing or
increased speed, duration five seconds, but neither seemed necessary right now, and this might
be good practice for Ehli. Now wasn’t the time for that, especially if Ehli could use some
XP.***Ehli wasn’t sure if what she’d done to the mara charges was repeatable, or what it meant
for how she’d been changed without her permission. She checked her XP.Level 1 Ultra. XP
50/130.She repeated it for him. “Yeah, I could use some more.” She checked his:Cullen Re,
Level 2 Bounty Hunter. XP 5/130.“Level Two?” she asked. “How’d you do that?”He shrugged.
“Our pullspace successes. Some missions in between. You know, just being an overall
hero.”“Lucky me,” she said, and eyed the snake. It watched her with bulging yellow eyes. “I guess
it’s time to catch up.”Ehli thought of her son and his wolverine. She stopped and looked deep into
the snake’s eyes. “How’d you like to ride on my shoulders?”The snake hissed its yellow forked
tongue and inched back as though readying itself to strike.Cullen slowly raised his rifle to his
shoulder, and took aim. “Careful.”She was. A sensation itched under her scalp. Was it fear or her
power?“Touch it.”The voice sounded like the one from her dream, or whatever it was. Willo. What
do you want?“I want you to run your finger between its eyes. What you did to the maras was
lucky and foolish. You need practice to build your skill before you meet the next pack.”“Ehli, are
you okay?” Cullen asked.“Yeah. Shiny. Willo just called me lucky and foolish. She also says I
need practice.” The thought of her vulnerability in this jungle skipped her focus and concern to
her son. Emmit, can you hear me? Where are you, Son?13When Emmit reached the mossy
overhang on the far side of the river, he lifted it to reveal a crawl-space tunnel. I’ve been here
before.... This leads to... He struggled to picture the details, but below and inside this hill was a
man-made bunker where he’d be safe and able to rest.“In here, you will find the real muscle to
our growth. And our need for you.”Dad?“Come in, Son. I’ll show you.”He obeyed without telling
Adi anything. He crawled blind. He crawled because, for too many years, he’d been stuck where
progress existed on a different plane—there was never a point to trying. He’d gone through the
motions and hadn’t cared if his heart stopped in his sleep or while hefting stone up desert
mountains. As he crawled, when pain in his knees and back drove him to stretch, he reached up
and found open air. Enough to stand. He crawled through the pain in his knees, palms,
shoulders, and hips.He walked until his hands planted on a cold metal surface, sticky with grit.
He found a hole at waist height, and inside it, the loop of a handle. He pulled, but it didn’t give. A
memory sprang forward of the need to turn it. He rotated the handle clockwise until it clicked into
a new groove, then pulled. The door was heavy, but he managed to open it wide enough to walk
inside.“Emmit!” Adi’s scream was distant, strained by terror.Emmit had forgotten about him. How
long was I walking? “Over here! I found a door.”“Emmit!”A bright white light forced Emmit to



shield his face and close his eyes. He squinted them open and let his sight adjust. Somehow,
he’d left the tunnel and was now in his old room. His sight rose from panel wood floors to his
single bed with the faded blue sheets, untucked and bunched on the end from last night’s
sleep.He turned around to see his window overlooking the grass-covered valley and tree-
bordered cliff’s edge—not the tunnel he’d just walked through. “Dad?”“I’m here, Son.”Emmit
whipped around, saw his dad, and lunged into his chest. He wrapped his arms tight enough to
squeeze the life out of the taller, stronger man—the father he’d thought taken away, stolen from
the years that mattered most.Emmit’s eyes burned. His body took on the weight of ten men, all
wanting to lie down and hope for the moment to pass before the strength needed to endure took
him with it and left him for dead.“Dad... how?” Emmit wiped a snot-ridden nostril on the man’s
button-down front. “Why?”His dad responded with a tighter hug, and his body shook. It sounded
like he too was crying. Their moment of weakness lasted ten more breaths, but Emmit still
couldn’t believe it. His dad eased back and gently separated from Emmit to get a good look at
him. His glossy eyes bore down on him in their reddened sadness. “I’ve been trying to figure how
and why for a long time. I hoped at least to have this moment to give you an answer, and yet,
looking down on you—” Sobs choked his words. He wiped a sleeve across his face. “How you’ve
grown....” His face puckered against the need to break down again. Emmit’s face pinched with
the same strain. “I don’t know that any answer could justify what I’ve taken from you—what I took
from myself. And your mother.”Anger grew inside Emmit, an unwelcome presence, but a
reminder of an argument long held silent. Before he could give it voice, his dad cut him off with
another embrace.“I’m so sorry, Son.”Emmit let him have two breaths before he pushed back.
“You’re sorry? Is that supposed to go back and save me from being alone, from my sleepless
nights and nightmares? Days and nights clouded together in questions of why you weren’t there
and if I should be mad at you, or if not you, then who? What part are you sorry for?”“All of it, Son.
Every second.” He reached out as Emmit backed away. “Please let me explain.”“I don’t....” Emmit
glanced around the room. This room had been located above the explosion that had killed—
supposedly—his father and destroyed the mountain-facing side of their house. “Where are we?
Is this real? Are you even here?”“You’re on Saemera.” As he spoke, the room shifted from one
reality to another, transporting them, without their taking a single step, to another room, one that
overlooked a tree-shielded village of huts. The pace of those he could see walking around
exhibited a calm atmosphere, though none Emmit saw wore smiles. Some were children—none
without an adult. Their place overlooking the village was a cooled office, equipped with action
screens and a solitary desk that faced the door behind them.“This is where I’ve been stuck for
years,” his dad continued. “Nowhere near the cell I hate that you shared with your mother, but a
cell none the less.”“Why?” Emmit asked. “How? Mom said she saw you enter the kitchen before
it exploded. She told me you were dead.”His dad turned his back on the long window, sat on the
shelf, and folded his arms. A gulp passed down his throat. “They found me. I—”“Who?”“The
Osuna. They found out about my research into the Cipher, and knew I was close.”His mom had
never given specifics on what advances his dad had made in his research, or where it was



going. With what he’d seen of the Cipher today, Emmit was eager to find out now. “What if you’d
killed Mom in the explosion? What if I’d been upstairs when they broke in?”“I knew they’d
arrived, and had known they would arrive for days. I sent you on the errand to fix our fence that
morning. I had cameras and multiple options of where to set off the explosion so that your
mother would not be hur—”“She was hurt,” Emmit shouted. “Have you seen the scars on her
face? Her left ear? You did that!”His dad looked at the floor for a moment before returning his
reflective gaze to his son. “I am sorry, but they did that. The people or things that lead their
empire. Every day they continue their enslavement of our galaxy, leaving us with two choices:
bow down or fight back. I chose to risk our lives for our future.”Emmit didn’t know what to say. He
hated the Osuna, possibly more than he hated his father for leaving them, even with this new
information. It still hurt to think that his dad had set off the explosion that had scarred a patch by
his mom’s ear and torn off the lobe—and failed to keep them out of prison for the next six
years.“If there had been any other way,” his dad started. “If I—”“How could you have known for
days before and not rescued us? You made it out somehow.”“Em—”“You said you had cameras?
Mom said she saw you run into the kitchen. How did you survive? How did you escape? Why’d
you leave us?” Emmit’s face burned as anger tightened his jaw. He could bite through bone if
given the chance.His dad held his hands up in placation. He exhaled. “I wasn’t there.”That put
Emmit on his heels. “What?”“I wasn’t there.” His dad paused. “I was at the lab. One only I knew
about. Fifty meters underground. It had to be. If the Osuna—”“If Mom said she saw you, how
weren’t you there?” Emmit had to sit, and took advantage of the low shelf by the
window.“Hoppers access the wormhole through memory and the Ancients’ technology. The
Osuna’s control of transportation is the root of their hold on our galaxy. They control the hoppers
and, in turn, our ability to travel without generation ships. But what if we could capture memory
and the link that activates bubble travel?” His fingers connected in a circle between his hands. “If
we could take that and plant it in the minds of our pilots, we could travel without their knowing.
We could start a colony. Or put a… misleading memory in your mother’s mind to protect her from
interrogation of where I was.”He rose from his seat on the window sill, snapped his fingers, and
pointed at a newly opened holoscreen rising above, and spreading the width of, his desk. An
image of a spiral galaxy Emmit had never seen appeared, with a heavy concentration of yellow
dots. “Those yellow dots are Osuna ships searching for the Rucien homeworld. They’re close,
but space is big.”“What does this have to do with why you weren’t there for us when the Osuna
arrived at our door? If you found a way to get here, why couldn’t you have taken us with you?”His
dad looked him in the eye. “I had to create a scenario that prevented them from digging deeper.
If it looked like I made it out with my family, it would indicate that I made it off with the research
they were looking for. If it looked like I’d killed myself to take a few of them with me, while being
unable to save my family from capture, it made me appear less of a threat—just one more rebel
without a worthy-enough plan to do any real damage.”Emmit opened his mouth.“Their raid was
based on a vague tip. My name was on a list of people associated with Julian Handl, a trader
they’d captured two days before with a stash of levitor rifles in the undercarriage of his ship. I



don’t think they knew who I was or what I was researching, only that I was part of Julian’s
customer base, which the idiot failed to code well enough to hide in the event he got caught. If
they had come for us and we were somehow able to skip the planet without a trace, it would
have triggered a deeper investigation.”Emmit didn’t like that justification. “You couldn’t have
thought of any other way to save us? Your research couldn’t have been stashed or whatever so
that you could protect us?”War held some importance, and Emmit understood the value of
overthrowing the Osuna, but that dream wasn’t as close as the ache that was his and his mom’s
imprisonment.“Emmit, I couldn’t. But Ocia, he was my way of protecting you. He—”“We still
suffered!”His dad swallowed. “I never said my plan was perfect. No plan is in war. Each piece
and person must recognize the need to stand up for itself in order to remain standing for another
day and chance. Your mother—and you—are both strong willed. You’ve both fought for every
day, and the chance to fight again.”“I hate you.” The words fell out before he could stop them,
and as soon as they did, he knew they weren’t true—not entirely. He just felt sick. The way
Schaefer’s face cringed at hearing them, Emmit regretted them immediately.“I understand that,”
his dad said, “and will bear it until I finally lose this fight. But I’m not done yet, and neither are the
two of you. I hate what happened to you and your mother, but we can’t dwell on that. We have a
new mission, and I want to make sure we succeed so you’re both okay in the end.”New mission?
Does he know about the Cipher? “What do you mean, new mission?” He couldn’t speak of the
Cipher to anyone but Cullen and his mom. Something deep within seemed to lock the notion
from escape.“The one where we turn the tide of war on them.” Something chimed on his dad’s
wristcom. He looked at it and scowled. “I have to go. The trial set before you, just like the one
behind, is absolutely necessary.” The room blinked, and Emmit found himself back in a dark
room. This was obviously the bunker he had remembered, and was evidently where he’d
entered the neuronet. A panel on the floor closed behind a thin pole that dropped beneath it. The
floors were bare, and the musty smell of the underground returned.A deep click sounded behind
Emmit. He spun around to face a door that lacked a handle and was flush with the wall. He
pounded on it with his fists, but it didn’t budge.“Dad?” Emmit looked around for a camera. Mom,
where are you? Sprinkles, go save her.“You’re safe there. I’ll be back shortly.”“What are you
talking about? Dad? Unlock the door.” The fear of being imprisoned again drove a chill into his
chest. “I can’t,” he said, shaking his head. Mom!14What if that wasn’t even him? Emmit thought.
What if this place is just messing with my head? I haven’t seen Dad, just whatever that thing
was, he thought, and watched the panel, which had remained shut since the pole went back
inside and his father, or whatever, had locked him in.Hunger turned his mind toward his
backpack. He unzipped the front compartment and dug past a machete, a compass, sealed
packets with flat discs inside.... Underneath those, he found a pouch with a cut-off edge that he
tore open to a citrus-orange scent. The warm juice was full of tiny seeds, but went down
smoothly enough to quench his thirst and give him a nice boost of energy. Deeper inside the
front compartment, he found another vacuum-sealed packet—this one was a thin brick that he
bit off to the taste of oatmeal and honey.As he sat and chewed, he thought of Adi and wondered



if his friend was okay, fallen in a hole, off on his own neuronet trip, being eaten by a large
snake.... Emmit couldn’t do a thing for him. Adi’d followed him here, had trusted him, and now he
was as alone as Emmit had been when his father had left.He paused on that thought. Okay, just
to entertain his claim, if he really is Dad and things happened the way he said.... He hadn’t
wanted to be separated from me and Mom—so he says. He gave us up so they wouldn’t dig
deeper into his secrets. They were always more important than us, and now he wants me to
thank him for the opportunity to mold under fire?I didn’t bring Adi here to force him to survive on
his own.Emmit thought back to the excitement of hopping onto his wolverine, of how his
obedience to memory had created reality and linked him to a future dangling hope on the end of
its line. He’d invited Adi—not because of a memory of the pair of them riding off together, but
because he wanted his friend to enjoy the moment... whether for Adi’s sake or his own, he wasn’t
sure.Emmit adjusted his position on the floor, his tailbone aching from the pressure, and
stretched his back against the wall. Father of the year didn’t even give me a chair.Emmit stood,
took another bite of his oat bar, and paced.Adi sometimes spoke of how he had his father’s curly
brown hair, how they had the same laugh, and how he hoped to someday escape Setuk, join an
Esune fleet and show his dad how he could carry on the lineage as a hopper.Adi’s story was that
he’d been captured by mistaken identity, called a stowaway because he’d ventured off to a part
of the ship where he shouldn’t have been, and believed that his father would find him some day
and make it all right. He served the empire, after all. The Osuna took care of hoppers. They owed
their wide-spanning existence to those who opened Mericure Bubbles and took them from one
point of the galaxy to another.Adi wanted to be just like his father. He wanted to travel the stars,
hop back to his family, and make the kind of living that kept them safe, even if it hadn’t worked for
him. “That wasn’t his fault,” Adi would say. “I shouldn’t have taken that card and gone behind
locked doors. I knew it was wrong, but I was curious.”Curiosity.... That was the same reason he’d
jumped on the wolverine. Every step since he’d found that beacon and its coded message had
been born from curiosity. Then the Cipher had blown his mind and pulled him as though from a
string ever since. He hadn’t thought about how it would affect his best friend, or his mother—
what if I had fallen off Sprinkles and cracked my skull open on the valley floor? What would Mom
have done?The oat bar had one more bite left. He fitted it in his mouth, bit into the honey-sweet
chewy texture, and tossed the wrapper. I left Mom back there too. Curiosity, and those strange
memories, had pushed him to enter that moss-covered hidden entrance.For a moment, Emmit
considered how he might be like his father. Obviously, he had reasons for his research. He was
fighting for a better life for Emmit and his mother, even if it was in a strange fashion, letting them
go to prison so he could continue his research.“Why am I in here?” Emmit said to any possible
microphones or surveillance hidden in his room—his cell. “What is the trial?”The floor panel
parted and the periscope pole rose to his eye level. Its marble-sized head whirred as it rotated
before locking on Emmit’s position. The light that exploded from its center was sudden and
blinding.His world shifted under the light’s current and landed him in a hallway like the one he
and Cullen’s crew had been taken to after his scare in the cafeteria. The clean tile floors shone



under the ceiling lights.A hand rested on his shoulder. He spun one way, then the next, until he
found his dad standing beside him, a look of love and regret on his face. “Sorry, the program
wasn’t ready and I couldn’t let you leave. You’re safe, for now.”Emmit felt far from safe. “What
program?”His dad lifted his hand to the closed door. “We have some things I’d like to test
between your abilities and the neuronet that require distance.”Emmit was nervous about what
lay on the far side of the door, yet he couldn’t deny wanting it to open. “When am I going to have
a say about if I want to be a part of your experiments? You want me to forgive you, but not before
I call you out.... You talk about fighting a war against the Osuna, but is what you’ve done to me
and mom much different?”His dad worked a thumb over his eyebrow, rubbing the muscle. “I’m
nothing like the—”“You imprisoned us and messed with our minds without permission, all for the
benefit of your plan. How is that not like what the Osuna do?”His dad took a moment. He lifted
his hand to point, then pulled it back to his chin. “I see what you’re saying. The difference... is, the
Osuna continued to build their empire long after they could have stopped. Their reach is driven
by....” He smiled. “Revenge. I get it. My point is here somewhere. I never would have let you leave
my side if I didn’t think it was the only way you could survive. They were the force that triggered
my action. The force behind theirs has only been pride and greed. They want what our people on
Vijil have: the key to unlocking the power of the First—the Cipher.”The Cipher is in me and Mom,
he wanted to say, but couldn’t. It was a secret he couldn’t reveal. “We want to go to Vijil. Can you
let me out so we can find you and leave?”“You have quite the challenge before you, between you
and finding me. What we have on the other side of this door is necessary for your ability to
survive. It will require your full concentration. You asked for full disclosure. This is dangerous.
Your mother would stab me if she knew what I was about to do.”Emmit didn’t know how to
respond to that.“But as I said, our timeline is too accelerated for me to offer a gentler next step in
your ability’s growth. The way you handled the wolverine right away, and breezed through the grill
modification to the p-drive. I think your evolution went better than we could have expected.”The
Cipher helped me with the p-drive, he thought. “What do you mean, my evolution?” He wanted to
ask what an ultra was, but didn’t know how to broach that he knew the term without spilling the
secret of the Cipher.His dad smiled as though Emmit had uncovered the mystery that meant
everything. “Partly from the chip that has trained your brain to grow in ways far superior to
anyone else your age. Ocia helped in that development, in my absence. And has done quite
well.”Ocia had acted surprised when he found Emmit and his mom were chipped, and had been
a friend in both treating them and keeping it a secret from the warden and his guards. He’d
helped Emmit’s mom with her nightmares and activated programs that gave Emmit an education
unavailable to the other prisoners his age. If this was from him, why wasn’t he asking Emmit
about the Cipher texts he saw, or the restricted access? It felt like his role in this was only partial,
that he had no idea what Emmit had experienced.“The other part of your evolution is a gift of the
Ancients that I discovered on Saemera. What you’ve seen since you uncovered my beacon is
only the beginning of realizing that blessing.”That’s closer, Emmit thought. “How much of a
blessing is it, if Mom would stab you for giving it to us?”His dad accepted the question with a



moment of thought that made Emmit feel respected. He cleared his throat. “I have felt a calling to
this for longer than you’ve been alive. I tried with others first, but could not deny the dreams that
said to include you and your mother. Dreams that showed you escaping Setuk through it.
Dreams of us doing great things.”“Are you sure you can trust me and Mom after telling us of your
part in our imprisonment.”His dad’s eyes narrowed and his jaw clenched. “I did not want you to
be captured. Don’t you remember our time together? The set of wooden toys I made for you,
how we’d set them up like a farm on the rug in the den? Our walks along the cliff, bird-watching?
We... I loved you so much. And I think you loved me too. That hasn’t changed—only grown since
we were separated by the Osuna.“It could be that the gradual treatments… Ocia’s cover
required patience between visits to Setuk, otherwise he’d have been questioned, and the
chance that two net-chipped in their prison were discovered... we could not risk that. By the time
we realized that the rate at which those who were being given treatments here was backfiring,
and that your progress—you and your mother’s—was well beyond what we could replicate within
our remaining time frame…. We’re talking days, maybe less, before we need to act. As I said,
this isn’t what I planned, but I’m bound to make it work because I love you and your
mother.”Emmit took the new information in, but resisted the desire to buckle and accept the
father he’d wanted for so long.“If I fail,” his dad continued, “because you and your mother decide
not to trust me—not to forgive me—then I don’t care about anything else. None of this matters if I
can’t have your love in return.”Emmit couldn’t stop the tear from burning through, even in this
neuronet version of reality. He couldn’t stop his body from breaking down, and when his father’s
strength held him on his feet, wrapping him against his chest, Emmit couldn’t ignore his deep
need for this to be true—truth he could accept.His dad’s sobs shook the base that held him tight.
“I missed you so much, Son. I can’t even… tell you how much.” He pressed his cheek down on
the top of Emmit’s head, gave him another strong hug, then pushed him out and kissed his
forehead. A tear dripped off his dad’s face and landed on Emmit’s nose.Emmit looked up to see
his father more shattered in this moment than he was, which helped wipe away some of the
doubts and self-consciousness that whispered for him to not exhibit such weakened honesty.
This moved him to speak from his heart, while he had the courage. “If I forgive you and you break
my trust...”“I won’t.”“If you do.” Emmit steeled himself against the need to break down in tears
again. “I don’t know how I’d ever recover.” He thought of the men and women locked up in Setuk,
how they did vile things at every turn because inside there was nothing left but anger. “I don’t
want to think of what I’d become if I let you hurt me or Mom again.”“I promise. You both have my
everything. You are my everything. I would take all the hurt on myself before I let either of you
suffer again because of me.”Emmit wrapped his arms around his father’s waist and squeezed
him close. This was the truth he needed to believe in, be surrounded by, stand upon. “I forgive
you, Dad.”“Thank you, Son.” His dad rubbed his short hair and patted the back of his head above
the implant. “I’m here for you.”Emmit wrestled with that truth for a moment, then confessed, “I
know.”His dad stood back and smiled as he cuffed a tear from his cheek. “Are you ready to see
what’s inside?”He nodded. It was time to act, and this meeting with his father was what he’d



needed.His dad opened the door to a room with a bank of viewscreens and four chairs set
before action stations below them. The viewscreens showed people Emmit guessed were part of
the village he’d seen during his first meeting with his father. A woman tossed a knit ball to her
toddler. She gave a wide smile and dramatic reaction when the boy caught it. In another, a man
worked on sewing a net, a dock and pond in the background.His dad led him inside and
motioned for him to sit in one of the middle chairs. The viewscreen directly in front of him had a
child poking a stick under a rock. He wedged it out of the soft earth, exposing bugs with winding
bodies and countless legs, and beetles with pincers.Emmit looked up at his dad, who adjusted
his chair to sit next to him. “Okay.”His dad pointed at the screen with the lake and the fisherman.
“Take a good look at this setting.”Emmit did. Dragonflies hovered and lifted off the calm surface
of the deep blue water. The planks making up the walkway of the dock were warped and splitting
in places. A round hat rested at an angle on the pole at the land side, closest to the fisherman.
His open tackle box had spools of wound and unwound wire, three sizes of pliers, and a yellow
fishing rod with a silver reel sitting on the dirt beside it.“Now, I want you to transfer that image,”
his dad said, pointing to the bug hunter, “into his mind.”*Task to use telepathy to direct Samu to
his father – Activated.*Telepathy? Emmit thought, then remembered the skill, Pathing that he’d
learned in the cafeteria. Is Dad connected to the Cipher? Emmit was confused. The abilities and
clarity of their past conversations seemed distant, as though from a program he’d watched
months ago. He couldn’t possibly do that. The thoughts he’d heard in the last day felt more like a
fluke than a repeatable pattern.“Picture the world around Gerry as a place Samu wants to visit.
That’s his father and he wants to see him. He just doesn’t know where he is.”That helped a little.
Emmit slipped into Samu’s shoes, pretending how it would feel to be within reach of his father,
how he’d react if he found out where he was and could go visit. While looking at the bugs
crawling out of the hollow in the mud beneath the rock, he ran over pictures in his mind of the
dragonfly, the tackle box, and the boy’s father chewing on a loose thread as his eyes focused on
the net he worked over.The boy stuck his stick in the mud in front of an escaping beetle. It
wiggled around on the uneven ground, forcing Samu to unearth and replant his stick head in
front of it.“It’s not working,” Emmit said out loud. Go to your father, he thought, trying to use his
Pathing skill.
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Sean Oswald, “An original tale. Enjoyed how this story had both sci-fi and fantasy feel at different
points. It was a distinctly unique experience within litrpg and reminiscient of Star Gate with
moments that had a Final Fantasy feel.Definitely something for fans of litrpg.”

Chris Fried @ The Indie Athenaeum, “A dormant game system awakens to help a chosen few try
to save the universe in this exciting series!. As the Cipher awakens for the first time in millennia,
it chooses several individuals to give powers to. Entrusting them with a mission to save the
universe from the evil Osuna empire, the odds are stacked against them!This omnibus collects
the first three novels in the Ciphercraft series: Cipher’s Quest, Windwalker and Resurrection City.
Read on to find out more about this series that perfectly blends elements of science fiction and
fantasy:Cipher’s Quest – Book 1:The Osuna empire has grabbed hold of the galaxy and
dominates it with an iron fist. Resisting them is a ragtag group of people with different agendas,
but united with a common goal and an audacious plan. A group of bounty hunters, led by Cullen,
is contracted to help a family get to a mysterious jungle planet.What’s on this planet? The secret
to accomplishing their goal of defeating the empire! They’re accompanied by Ehli and her son
Emmit, who were unwillingly given telepathic powers and became ultras. They gradually realize
that their past is intertwined with the galaxy’s future. But there is a question as to whether they
can survive the jungle of powerful predators that lurk between them and their goal.This motley
bunch is on a quest to unlock the Cipher, a mythical power thought lost long ago. Our heroes
think that by doing so for the entire galaxy, they will bring about the defeat of the more
technologically advanced Osuna empire.Tasked with saving the ultras and bringing them to the
planet Vijil, Cullen is with them on their hazardous adventure. He’s faced with the possibility that
his potential failure will impact the entire resistance movement. As they all trek across the jungle,
they start receiving messages from the Cipher in their mind.This Cipher guides them on their
journey as they unlock telepathic abilities and other special powers. As they do so, secrets are
unearthed, lies are laid bare and lives are changed forever. Even with this extra assistance, do
they even have a chance to succeed in their mission?The ambitious plot is something out of
space opera but keenly focused on these characters, as each of them is distinctive and
interesting. Cullen is exiled from his home planet with a mysterious past that only begins to touch
on what fate holds for him.Ehli and her son Emmit lost a loved one to tragedy but he left them a
hidden and enormous legacy to live up to. Coping with all of this while starting to explore their
telepathic abilities which they never asked for, all their dilemmas and struggles throughout the
novel make them real people whose fates you invest in.The jungle they must pass through also
holds many surprises, especially with the allies (or is it enemies?) that they meet there. It is hard
to tell whom to trust here, as Cullen, Ehli and their friends are being tested by sinister forces for a
grand plan they are gradually becoming aware of.These dangers that they encounter there are
both animal and human. Those menaces include tigers who can emit electro-magnetic pulses



and hawk snakes with quick-acting venom (!). But there are also telepathic humans roaming
around, with killer instincts, alarming thoughts, and berserker tendencies that are side effects of
failed experimentation that they endured.After a surprising conclusion, the adventure continues
in:Windwalker – Book 2:Picking up from where we left off with Cipher’s Quest, we find our motley
group of heroes trying to find Resurrection City. This city is vital to the efforts of the war against
the oppressive Osuna empire. As part of the quest to find this mythical city, they must activate a
hidden rune, which prophecy states is an important step in helping them defeat the Osuna once
and for all.Our group of heroes includes Cullen, who can harness the power of the wind, and his
paladin friend Torek. There is Ehli the telepath and her husband Schaefer as well as their son
Emmit, who also has telepathic powers. Together with their friends and allies, they must reach
Resurrection City before Willo and her berserker army do. It’s a race against time as Cullen and
company must improve their skills if they have any hope of succeeding in this quest. Will they
succeed in their objective?The adventure across the planet as they face untold dangers is an
exciting one. As each person splits off into disparate groups to achieve different goals, they
practice their skills and level up. As the Cipher game system unlocks for people across the
universe, it helps them understand how their skills work, how to improve upon them, and gain
new ones. They’ll need all of this and more to help them defeat all sorts of enemies.From
telepathy to archery, from hand-to-hand combat to charming others and controlling animals,
more skills are unlocked than before. The Cipher also has revealed another realm different from
the physical one. Now, the Spirit Realm has been opened and each person also has a Spirit
Points meter now. This is important, as Resurrection City is linked to this realm, is key to each
character’s personal growth and their faith in their God, Shepka.Each smaller splinter group
faces off in their own challenges against strange, unusual, and powerful creatures in the jungle,
like pancodiles, venomous snakes, and dragons. Others face off with tribes of natives, some
who will become friends and some have joined the enemy side. Each twist and turn could lead to
their death against unknown foes if they don’t use their newfound skills to defeat increasingly
tougher enemies.Cullen and Torek’s tale was probably the most exciting and action-packed of
the three splinter groups, facing off against a Time Mage and his train full of horrors (!) as well as
a valley full of dragons. They also encounter Viera Sea. That name should be familiar to you if
you’ve read “Apocalypse Archer”, a novelette featuring her origin. You’ll find that the ending of
that tale leads right into her appearance here. She also plays a supporting role in this
novel.While Schaefer and Ehli must contend with trying to find their son Emmit, who was
abducted and is being forced to work against his will to help his captors. Their storyline becomes
crucial in unlocking the secrets of finding the rune and becomes especially crucial in this novel’s
finale. Their faith in Shepka increases and is tested over the course of this story.It is through the
prism of each challenge that they face that we learn more about the personalities of each
character. By demonstrating their strengths and weaknesses over the course of the novel, the
reader experiences the moral fiber (or lack thereof) of each character through their actions.I
really appreciated how this novel successfully blends the LitRPG genre, known as the Literary



Role-Playing Game genre. It’s also known as the gamelit genre, with elements of both the
science fiction and fantasy genres within its framework. It makes this novel unique and
innovative, melding all these majestic ideas into one grand story that made for very enjoyable
reading.All of this means that the ongoing quest that they are on includes elements of these
kinds of games as part of its narrative structure. The Cipher awards experience points when our
characters successfully complete tasks. They also discover, practice, learn about and improve
upon these new skills over the course of each novel.As each character grows in skills,
increasing levels and acquiring new abilities as they progress throughout the first two novels.
Each battle they fight, each wily enemy they come across presents an opportunity to learn more
about themselves and what the ancient Cipher game system provides them with. Just like a
video game or a role-playing game, the more they fight, the more weapons and proficiency they
gain.With each struggle, they gain Experience points and Health points, each of which they must
allocate to level up and attain more skills. The more skills they have, the more likely it is that they
can face the increasingly difficult challenges that lay ahead of them.They also get stat cards,
showing them what they gained after each fight and what their health looks like. Like a game,
there are also smaller objectives that must be completed, leading to completing their larger
goals and trying to find Resurrection City.This includes finding specific keys to their mission,
going on side quests, deciphering texts from the Ancients, and piecing together clues to solve
difficult puzzles. Completing all these tasks helps them achieve their goals and enhance their
abilities.The mystery of the Cipher is gradually revealed and understood over the course of
these novels. While remaining mysterious, it also helps each of the characters begin a journey to
reach their full potential, for both themselves and their abilities. How much influence it wields and
how important it is to the quest of our heroes cannot be understated. It also adds an extra layer
of tension and intrigue to this storyThe complexity of these storylines, how they’re implemented
and then utilized was suspenseful and unpredictable, as I literally didn’t know where the story
was going to go next with each devious twist and turn of its plot. It kept me guessing right up
through the conclusion of each novel.These are inventive and impressive novels in the LitRPG/
gamelit genre that moved at a rapid pace. It adds additional layers to its mythos from one novel
to the next with the introduction of the Spirit Realm as well as a plethora of new abilities for each
character to utilize and learn more about.It’s also unpredictable in what will happen next, which
makes for intriguing reading and tantalizing surprises. I look forward to reading the next novel in
this series and seeing how the author continues to expand his Ciphercraft universe.I’m in the
midst of reading book 3, Resurrection City, so I don’t have a full review written for it yet. However,
I look forward to it continuing the story from the first two novels in this planned quadrilogy. If it’s
anything like the first two novels, it’s going to be a wild ride.This compilation is 1,406 pages of a
well-written and thoughtfully built universe to tell rich stories in. With complicated characters and
thrilling plotlines, this compilation will keep you reading for many entertaining hours. Just like me,
readers will want to find out where this saga goes next as characters fulfill their pre-ordained
destinies and bring the reader along on an exciting adventure!”



Christy, “Good series to enjoy. I loved the twits and turns in this series. A space opera, mystery,
and thriller all in one. I never quite knew what would turn up next. I liked how this futuristic world/
universe was built and the secrets that were revealed. Just a fun series that was entertaining and
hard to put down. Below is a review for each book in the series.Cipher's Quest - Fun beginning
to a story where the Osuna empire was interesting and liked how it controls everything yet still
tries to find and annihilate people like all other empires. Loved the different take on space travel
too. The story is about Cullen and what problems he runs into as his group are contracted to
help a family get to a mysterious jungle planet. Then the twits and odd things really start
happening as secrets are revealed and plan change. The game play elements are entertaining
and interesting too. Just a different type of story that was entertaining to read.Windwalker - I
liked this story. it entertained me and kept me reading to the end to see how it would end. The
story was crazy fun but that was what I liked about it. Just drew me in. The characters were fun
and the plot interesting. Had to see what Cullen would do next.Resurrection City - Cullen and
his friends are back, well whose that survived and are free from the ending of the last book. Now
they have the task of rebuilding a city and surviving it. Lots of fun, entertaining scenes, unknown
sneaking up on them, and surviving it all. If you like LitRPG it was a good story for that. But it
was also a good story for the sake of the story. I enjoyed it and looked forward to what was
going to show up next and surprise me. Plus do not forget the Dungeon Core with its fun
surprises.  Fingers crossed that the good guys would survive to the end.”

kSin, “Epic boxset. I found this series fascinating.A unique concept delivered with great skill
that's left me hungry for more. Onto the next one!”

The book by Tim Kaiver has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 15 people have provided feedback.

CIPHERCRAFT CIPHER’S QUEST Prologue WINDWALKER On our last episode… Prologue 1
– Emmit 2 - Ehli 3 - Cullen 4 - Emmit 5 – Ehli 6 - Cullen 7 – Emmit 8 – Ehli 9 – Cullen 10 – Emmit
11 – Ehli 12 – Cullen 13 - Emmit 14 – Ehli 15 – Cullen 16 - Emmit 17 – Ehli 18 – Cullen 19 –
Emmit 20 – Cullen 21 – Ehli 22 - Emmit 23 – Emmit 24 – Ehli 25 – Cullen 26 – Ehli 27 – Cullen 28
– Ehli 29 – Cullen 30 – Ehli 31 – Emmit 32 - Cullen 33 – Schaefer 34 – Cullen 35 – Torek 36 – Kip
37 - Schaefer Epilogue RESURRECTION CITY Previously on... Prologue 1 - Cullen 11 - Emmit
12 - Torek 13 - Emmit 14 - Torek 15 - Emmit 16 - Cullen 19 - Torek 21 - Ehli 23 - Torek 24 - Cullen
26- Emmit 28 - Cullen 30 - Ehli 32 - Cullen 35 - Emmit 36 - Cullen 37 - Emmit 38 - Cullen 39 -
Cullen 40 - Emmit Epilogue Thank you for reading!
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